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(ITlnl._)- (72_7°)FIEL?AM_P'_':._COIL___ 1.()21 ---- _,,) (2_7)[ 2.1JIO_ .O00 .... OOC) .000
(Sl) (127c)ClIR. DENSITY............... FIELD (I0] ._()() ....[SIl ) (239) 72()L_.40(] .I)()O ..... r)o0 .000
................. _ %-) _ • ___ •- (f_nl) (127b) FIELD VOLTS/COIL _.(]/ I :Elfl) (238) 1('0 .)__k 000 {J00 .00c)
(we) (les) StA CORE LOSS ;!.-/!)0 {We) (185) :{_'/9()_ 2.790 2.790 2..790
iWtn I ) (184) STA TOOTH LOSS _I o !_) 1 [W,fl ) (242) _') ,, _{9c) -- .O00 -- .[jO0 .000
(12 r.) (194)StAtOr CU LOSS .[)()0 (12R l ) (245) 1-/_,.()LFO_ .000 __ .000 .000
( - ) (19S) EDDY LOSS .()()0 - ) (24_) | .i_Si+ -- .000 -- .000 .000
_1) (186) POLE FACE LOSS _.5._)0t_ (w..) (243) 74.()31)_. .000 __ .000 .000
"_) (182> FIELD COIL LOSS 2 .:'_tJ_" (121_1) (241) I-I"/ .597 __ .000 __ .000 .000
(1 -t
.()
--IF&W) (183) F&W LOSS 12.813 F&W) (183) 12 I:, 12.813 __ 12.813 12.813
(-I (196) tOtAL LOSSES 47 .558 -) (24_) 322.(,7-5__ .000__ .OOO o000







































24. O0 O0 0
32. 96386
(91) B t














































































































1.04 15. 8.7 3.
I.25 4.8 6.63 I.
.12 .Ib .16 .25
.03 .001 36. I.
2. O. .25 .2
1.2 2. .018 .02
.64 .45 1.15 .2
O. O. O. 12.4

























































SATURATION CURVE VALUES FOR STATOR
132. 18. I. 40. 2.
5 • 76 . 8. 85. 14.5
101. 114. 300. 132. 1000.
66.
102.
SATURATION CURVE VALUES FOR POLE
14-0. O. I,6 10. 2.3 20.
3.3 30. 4.2 60. 7.3 70.
9.2 80. 12.5 85. 15. 90.
20. 100. 40. 108. 100= 112.
160. 126. 500. 140. I000.
SATURATION CURVE VALUES FOR YOKE
140. O. I.6 10.
3.3 30. 4.2 60.
9.2 80. 12.5 85.
20. 100. 40. 108.



















TEST AND CALCULATED SATURATION
FOR A 12 POLE OUTSIDE-COIL








SINGLE OR 2 COIL
OUTSIDE COIL LUNDELL DESIGN CALCULATIONS
i. Clear core (no switch control).
2. Insert output Form #1 into typewriter, set margin for correct
output.
3. Load pass #1 followed by input #1 (output printed plus punched cards).
h. Reset and load pass #2 followed by output from pass #1 (output
punched cards).
5. Reset and load pass #3 follo_Jed by output from pass #2 (output
punched cards).
6. Reset and load pass #h followed by out_ut from pass #3(output
punched cards).
7. Reset and load pass #5 followed by saturation curve values _
and output from pass #h (output punched cards),
8. Reset and load pass #6 followed by output from pass #_ (output
printed plus punch cards).
9. Reset and load pass #7 followed by output from pass #6 (output
punched cards).
i0. Reset and load pass #8 followed by saturation curve values* and
output from pass #7 (output punched cards).
ll. Reset and load pass #9 followed by output from pass #8 (output
printed plus punched cards if no load saturation curve required).
12. If there is punch card output from pass #9 a no load saturation curve
is required. Insert output Form #2 into typewriter and reset margin.
Load pass #10 followed by saturation curve values and output from
pass #9 (output printed).
Saturation curves are loaded in order shown on Input Form #1.
MA-8
























































































) _ 45 46 47 48 4| 51 52 5] 34 55 5_
1°0
_900600



























I 55 55 b? SH_9 7C
OOOOOO0000










7_' 73 1475 75 T? _ 79 ill
ALL SATURATION CURVE VALUES ARE IN FORHAT FIO. O (FIG. 2)
(ALL SATURATION CURVES HUST HAVE 5 CARDS)
_Oo
9000000008

























i 2 3 4 5 II 7 | J I_il] f2 13 14 15HI n _'_ 2odOr2'2TJ_252127 2821_
100, i0.
_0O0000U0_ 1OO0O0000(




































(46) a c AC
(153) acf AS
(70) Ag 2 A2










(224) Bg2 FL BG2 L'
(58) b t
(57a) bt 1/3 SM


































































(55) EFTo p ET
(56) EFBo T EB
(238) EFF L EPFL







(123) Fg 2 FG2






(183) F & W WF






























































(9a) K c CK
(43) K d DE
(63) K e EK
(16) K i SF
(44) Kp CF
(67) K s CC
(42) KSK FS
(2) KVA VA





(48) L E EL
(36) _ e2 CE





(17) _ s ss
(49) _ t KM
(147) _ tf FE





(i 46) N F PT
(45) n e EC






































(177) T a TA
!



































































































































































C PASS 1 OUTSIDE COIL LUNDELL
I FORMAT(E11.5,E11.SmE11.5,ElloS,EI1.5,E11.5)
2 FORMAT(F7.O,F7.0,F7.O,F7.O,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0,F7.0)































T P'3. i h.16*D I/PX
I F (SK) 18, 18_, 19
18 FS-I.O
GO TO 20
19 FSIS I N(1 °57 I*SK/TP)*TP/(1.57 I*SK)


















IF (ZY-Z 1 ) 27.27.25
25 XX-XX-1.
23 ZY-QN
27 DF-Sl N(o5236*D)/(ZY*D*S I N(.5236/ZY) )
°.




28 C I=0.649-A-LOG (PE)+I .359
29 IF (CW)30,30,31












40 EL:3. IJI2*U*YY *(DI+HS)/QQ+O.5
GO TO I_2






45 CQ=(O.5*COS(AA)+AB-SI N(AB))/(4.O*S IN(AA))




























































































































































AA=O. 584-P(SN*SN-I. O)*O. O625*(SD*CL/(SH*HH) )*'2.0
AB= (SH*SC*F*AC / (BS*RB) )**2.0
ET=AA*AB*O. 00335+I. 0
E B=ET-O. OO 168*AB
RY=SC*QQ*O. 0OOOO I*HH/( PN*AC*C*C )
RG=RS*RY
RP=RB*RY



















































































84 ZF=.612*LOG (! O.O*CS)
EW:6.28"E K*ZF * ( TP**( 0.62- ( 0.228*LOG ( Z F ) ) ) ) / ( CL'OF*OF )









TM=(3. 1416-( D I+2 .*HS )/QQ)-B3





















































































































D6=I 0.0"*(0. 932"C I-I .606)
BA=3. 142"D I*CL
WN=D I*D 2_D3*D4*D5*D6*BA

















































PASS 5 OUTSIDE COIL LUNDELL
DII_IENSION AI(90)
FORMAT(El 1.5,EI 1.5sEI 1.5,EI 1.5,EI 1.5,EI 1.5)
FORHAT(FI O.OsF10.OsFIO.OjFI O.OpF10.O,FI O.0)
K=I
READBBS,AI (K),AI (K+I),AI (K+2),AI (K+3),AI (K+4),AI (K+5)
K:K+6








READ IpCO ILS,HCsAP,HS, P8,ALZ
LOAD=I





















PL= (2.*(FG+FT)+FC)*(P I+P2+P3+P4)*. O01*PX







PL7 =. O0 I*P7" (FC+FT+FG+FP)

















































,BG2 ,FG2 ,FNL, AI I,IL pCD, EPNL
_,APpPLpPLT,FCpFTpP8
I,PLSpALZ








D=AI ( l,IJ- I )
XX= (AX-BB!)I(.4343*(LOG(DC)-LOG(D+.O001 )))













AT=EXP (2.3 06* (X-Y) IXX )








































































XR-, 07 07*A*DFI (BG I*C I)
XL= XR* (PC +EW+ALZ )









XF=XD* ( 1.-(CI/CH)/(2.*CP+ALF* I. 273/ALA) )













AA= ( 3. *YY/( PN*QN) )
AKX=AA-2.








































PASS 7 OUTSIDE COIL LUNDELL
DIMENSION GB(4),AE(_),DX(4)






READI pBG2pA2 BG2 pAY2 pAYs BY2
READI pDY2pBY,ALY,PT,ASpFK





IF (AXX-I. )961_, 965,964
AKSC='2.6
GO TO 957
IF (AXX-3.7 5) 955,955,956
AKSC=I O.**. 1781 ((AXX-I.) **. 334)
GO T0957














AA =ATAN( (ANt +XB*YB/I 00. )/PF)
AE (K) =COS (AA-AN)+XA*S IN(AA)*YB/I 00.
DX (K) =. 93*XD*YBWS IN(AA) /I00.



















PASS 8 OUTSIDE COIL LUNDELL
DIHENSIOI_ AI(90)
DIHENSIOI_ AE (4), DX (I_), BPL (4), BYL (/_), BY2L (4), BG2L (4), PLL (4), PTLL (/4)
D listENS 1014 FFL (I_), AI FL (l_), CDD (/-_), EPFL (i_)
FORMAT(Eli .5pEt 1.5pEI 1.5,EI 1.5,EI 1.5,EI I.5)
FORHAT(FIO.O,FIO.O,FIO.O,FIO.O,FIO.O,FI 0.0)
K=I
READ888,AI (K) ,AI (K+I),AI (K+2) ,AI (K+3) ,AI (K+4) pal (K+5)
K=K+6
I F (K-89)823,824,824
READ1 ,AE(I ) ,AE(2),AE(3) ,AE (4)


































PR=FQ* (AED-DX (J) )






































F Y2L=AT _v( DU-DY2 )/2.
IF (COl LS-I. )857,858,857
PL 5L=P5 "k. 002* ( AA+F PL+F Y2L+FG2L )
BYL (J)=(PG2L+PL5L) IAY
GO TO 859




















































































































































FCUL (K):A IFL (K)**2*FR*CO ILS
STTL (K) =,((. O027*XA*YB) **2*2 .+l. )*WT
WNL (K) --((XX4*Y B )*'2+I. )*WN
SCUL (K) .-XXI *RI_*Y B
EDDL (K) =SC UL (K)*XX2
TOT L (K) -EDDL (K) +S CUL (K) +WNL (K)+STTL (K) +F CUL (K) +WQ+WF
PEFF (K) =XX3 _YB * I00. / (XX3*Y B+TOTL (K) )
IF (POL)958p959,958











NT 961 •WT, STTL (
NT961•ABX•SCUL
NT961 •ABXp EDDL












































































PASS I0 OUTSIDE COIL LUNDELL
DIMENSIOI_ AI (90)
FORMAT(El 1.5pEI 1.5pEI 1.SpEII.5,EI 1.5,EI Io5)
FORMAT(FIO.O,FIO.O,FIO.OsFIOoO,FIOoO,FIO.O)
FORMAT (FI2.5,,F 12°5,FI2.S,FI2°S,FI 2.5,F 12.5)
FORMAT (F!2.S,F| 2o5,F|2.5,FI 2°5,FI 2.5,F 12.5//)
K=I




































PL7 =. OO I:'_P7v_(FC+FT+R4+F P )



























IF (COl LS-1.0) 814-, 815,814





























AT=EXP ( 2.3 06*(X-Y)/XX)
GO TO (838,839) ,LOAD
838 GO TO (806,807,808,809,810),K
83 9 JA:JA+I
GO TO (8_I,8_2),K
83o GO TO (836,837) ,LOAD
836 PRINT 850,





HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR A-C GENERATOR
COMPUTER PROGRAM AND TEST DATA




































































































































STRAND DIA, OR WIDTH




COIL EXT, STR, PORT
UNINS, STRD, HT,






















I FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX
WINDING COM.STAN T
POLE CONST,

















































POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR
WIDTH OF SLOT OPENING
HEIGHT OF SLOT OPENING
DAMPER BAR DIA, OR WIDTH
RECTANGULAR BAR THICKNESS
RECTANGULAR SLOT WIDTH
NO, OF DAMPER BARS
DAMPER BAR LENGTH
DAMPER BAR PITCH
;_ESISTIVITY OF DAMP_ BAR • 20 °










FIELD COIL INSIDE DIA.
FIELD COIL OUTSIDE DIA.
FIELD COIL WIDTH
MO. OF FIELD TURNS
MEAN LENGTH OF FLD. TURN













FLD, TEMPIN o C








































































































































(Type 5 is an open
slot with 1 conductor
per slot)




for type 3 is






SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS - HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR .(OUTPUT)
MODEL






(27) (_1/3) SLOT PITCH i/3 DIST. UP
(42) (K sk) SKEW FACTOR




(47) (S • )







1/2 MEAN TURN LENGTH
COLD STA. RES. _ 20 o C
HOT STA. RES _ X° C
(SS) (EFto_ EDDY FACTOR TOP
(56) (EFbot) EDDY FACTOR BIT
(62) (/_, i ) STATOR COND. PERM.
(64) (,_¢) END PERM.
(65) ( ) WT. OF STA COPPER

















(84o) (P S )
LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
(8So) (P 6) LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
(86a) (P 7) LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
(1S3) (a CF) FLD. COND. AREA
(154) (R F) COLD FLD RES _20 °C
(155) (R F) HOT FLDRES_X°C
(156) ( ) WT. OF FLD. COPPER








_} 5 " 2 5 B 0 _I)
.02566















































CARTER COEFFICIENT (67) (Ks)
AIR GAP AREA PER STATOR (68) ( - )
AIR GAP PERM (70c) (l_.a)
EFFECTIVE AIR GAP (69) (g • )
FUND/MAX OF FLD. FLUX (71) (C 1 )
WINDING CONST. (72) (C w)
POLE CONST. (73) (Cp)
END. EXT. ONE TURN (48) (LE)
DE/kLGHETIZING FACTOR (74) (CM)
CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR (75) (C q )
AMP COND/IN (128) (A)
REACTANCE FACTOR (129) (X)
LEAKAGE REACTANCE (130) (X([)
REACTANCE OF (131) (Xod)
ARMATURE REACTION
SYN REACT DIRECT AXIS
SYN REACT QUAD AXIS (134) (Xq)
FIELD LEAKAGE REACT (160) (X f )
(132) (Xoq).
033) (x d )
FIELD SELF INIXICTANCE (161) iLl )
DAMPER (163) (XD d)
!LEAKAGE REACT (165)(XDo)
i UNSAT. TRANS. REACT (166) (X'du)
SAT. TRANS. REACT (167) (X' Sl )
SUB. TRANS.REACTDIRECTAX. (168)(X"d)
SUB. TRANS.REACTQIJAD AX. (169) (X"q)
NEG SEQUENCE REACT : (170) (X2)
ZERO SEQUENCE REACT (172) (Xo)
TOTAL FLUX (88) (_t)
FLUX PER POLE (92) (_:p)
GAP DENSITY (95) (B_)
TOOTH DENSITY (91) (Bt)
CORE DENSITY (94) (Be)
TOOTH AMPERE TURNS (97) (F t )
CORE AMPERE TURNS (98) (Fc)
GAP AMPERE TURNS (96) (Fq)
IS0 200 OPTI
(1.._4S) " (Vr) PERIPHERAL SPEED
-i1761 (Tdo) OPEN CIR. TIME CONST.
(177) (To) ARM TIME CONST.
(178) iT'd ) TRANS TIME CONST.
(179) (T"d) SUB TRAN$ TIME CONST.














(_m) (91o) LEAKAGE FLUX
(FSel_)(96o) GAP AMPERE TURNS
(Bp) (104h)POLE DENSITY
_, ) (91c) TOOTH DENSITY
tB!h), (I13) SHAFT DENSITY
3c ) (94) CORE DENSITY
_¥_) (12So)COIL YOKE DENSITY
:n!) (127) TOTAL HI
(linl) (127o)FIELD AMPS
;F ) (127c) CUR.DENS.(FLD.)
"F ) (127o) FIELD VOLTS
2R,)(182) FIELD LOSS
_'&W) (183) F&W LOSS
_/rn I ) (184) STA TOOTH LOSS
#c ) (185)STACORE LOSS
_,pl) (186) POLE FACE LOSS
#dnl) (193)DAMPER LOSS
12..R. X194) STATOR CU LOSS
( - ) (195) EDDY LOSS
( - ) (196) TOTAL LOSSES
( - ) ( =- ) RATING (KW)





























(S fl ) (239)
(Etfl) (238)







12_ 48 6 86
68.333












































:(,2R,j(24S) 83 1 7oo
- ) (247)17304.3 04






























PA-'O3 DESIGNER DATE REV. A
HOMOPOLAR























































































(97) (F * ) l
TOOTH A.T. l




































TEST SATURATION CURVES AND CALCULATED
SATURATION POINTS FOR A 12000 RPM, 80 KVA,







TEST VALUES OF LOSSES FOR















TEST EFFICIENCY VALUES FOR A 12000 RPM,





















.... i .......... i
, ._ / i_





















i. Clear core (no switch control).
2. Insert output Foi_ #1 into typewriter, set margin for correct
output, and set typewriler for ei_4_le _;_sce.
3. i_ad pass #l followed by input parameters (output _unched cards).
h. Reset and Load pass #2 followed by output from pas_ #I (output
printed plus punched cards).
_. Reset and Load pass #3 followed by output froz pass #2 (output
printed plus punchedcards).
6. Reset and i_ad pass #h followed by output from pass #3 (output
printed plus punched cards).
7. Reset and Load pass #5 followed by output from pass #h (output
printed plus punched cards).
8. Reset and Load pas_ #6 followed by" saturation cur_e values ¢" and
output from pass #_ (output pri:,ted and punched cards).
9. Reset an_ Load pass #6A followed by output from pass #6 (output
punched cards).
]0. Reset and Load pass #7 followed oy output from pass #6A (output
punched cards).
ll. Reset and Load pass #8 followed by saturation curve values* and




Reset and Load pass #9 followed by output frm, pass #8 (output
printed plus punched cards if no load saturation curve required).
If there is punched card output from pa_s #9, a no load saturation
curve is required. Insert output Form #2 into typewriter and reset
mar_in. Load pass #10 followed by saturation curve values* and
output from pass #9 (output printed).














l ? ,1 4 5 I 711 9 10'11 12 t) 14
_Ju 50111





































































ALL SATURATION CURVE VALUES ARE IN FORHAT F10.O (FIG. 2)












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PASS 1 .HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR




READ2pPOLpDI _DU,CL pHV j BVI, SF,WL, BK,ZZ
READ2pBOIBI_B2pB3_BSpHOpHX,HYpHZ,HS




READ2a, HpBsBNmSBpTBpREpT3,DSH,DI SH 9DI SHI
READ2pALHpTYPY•TY•TYE•TYR•DYC•PCOIL,DCOIL,BCOIL,PT
READ2,FE_RD,RT_T2 _RRp SNLpNF jPH_ PSmP6
READ2 • P7
SS=SF*(CL..-HV*BV)
HC- (DU--D 1-2. O*HS)*O o.5
Zyuo,7*HS
I F (HC-ZY) 33,33,.5
.5 QN,-QQ/(PX*PN)
TS-3 o Ih.2*D I/QQ
IF (ZZ-4. O) 29,3 O, 29
29 TT-(O.667*HS+D I)*3.142/QQ
GO TO 31
30 TT-3. 1416"(D I +2o*HO+l .32"B5)/QQ
31 IF(ZZ-I.O)6,6,7
6 BO-BS
CC- (.5.O*GC+B S)*T S / ((.5.O*G C+B S)*T S-B S*BS )
GO TO 8
Pt,-19







92 FS-SI N( 1.571*SK/TP)*TP/( 1.571-SK)

























DF-SI N( 1.57 I*D/PN) / (ZY*D*S I N( 1.571 / (PN*ZY)) )























































I F (DT-DA(JA)) 17, 17,16
94 D=O
IF(ZY)23,23,27













































































































46 TG=6 000000. O*E E /(CW*EC*RPM)
BG=TGIGA
IF(CP)47,47,48
47 CP=(GC/GP)**O.41*PE*(LOG(GC/TP)*.0378+I. 191 )
48 FQ=TG*CPIPX
















6 0 EL=3.142*U*YY* (D I+HS )/QQ+O. 5
GO TO 62
61 EL--2. O*CE+(3.142*(0.5*HX+DB) )+(YY*TS*TS/(SQRT (TS*TS-BS*BS) ))
62 HM=CL+EL
R X,,RS*O. 000001








































































































CQ=(O. 5_COS(AA)+AB-SI N(AB))/(4.0*SI N(AA))





350 1F (PBA--6 0.) 3 52,3 53,352































81 pC.Z*(ZE+ZD+(O. 5*GC/TS) +(0.25*TS/GC) +O.6)
82 WC-.6 42*SC*QO*AC*HH





86 Wl ,,(TH*O.QwSS*HS+(DU-HC) _3 •142*HC*SS) *. 566
AN-O.O
1O0 AN-AN+O. O0 5
AL-COS (AN)






FR- (T2+23 4.5) "H:'K*O. 003 94















































C PASS 4 HOPIOPOLARINDUCTOR
1FORMAT(E11.5,E11.5,EI1.5,E11.5,E11.5,E11.5)
















































P6=2.5*(PCOI L-DI )*(PCOI L+D I)/BCOI L
IF(P7)347,346,347
P7=2.5*(DI+DI SHI)*(DU-DI )/(DU-DISHI )
RL=( PS+P6+PM*PX/4. )/CL
XF=(I ,O-CI/((I .273*RL/AG+2.0*CP)*CM) )*XD












BE,.(BH-(BP-I .O) *TB) -2.127/GE



















































































































RA=P N'kP I *PI "kRp'kO, O0 |/VA
TA=XN/(628,4WF'kRA)
T5--XS*TC/XA













AA=I O.O**O. 178/((GT-I .0)**0.334)
GO TO 115



























AY=. 75_YY / (PN*0N) +0.25
A3=AX*P2/AY









AA=(3. O*HZ+HX) "I .667/( P N*QN*CF*C F*DF*DF*BS )

























































READ888,AI (K),AI (K+I),AI (K+2),AI (K+3),AI (K+4) j,AI (K+5)
K-K-1..6








READ 19AI,IpALI, XAs, WFpTCI, TA
READ 1,ASI, HSpB,GEI, BP, XB
READ 11,EZa, PU,MV, FSC, PV,HD
READ IIQN,DSHpDISH_,ALH,TYPY,PCOIL













PH 5=P 5" (FG M+F H )*. O01
PH6 =P6_ (FG PI+FH )_ .O01
PH7=P7_FGH _. OO I




































































F NL=2.* (FGM+FT+F C+F P) +F SH+FY+FYC+FYR
PRI NT3 _TCp BT pTAj BC_.TS_FT,T4,FC
PRI NT250,FSCpFH
PUNCH I,ATH, FT, FGHL, PH, F NL, FH
PUNCH I,GE, PX, GA, FQ, XA, PHM
PUNCH IpAPpHP_D I, PSp P6 ,P7
PUNCHIsALHpBT_HS,ACR,HC_AY




PUNCH I•WO, DD, H, BN, GF ,VT
PUNCH I, SNL, TS, CC, BG ,WF ,TB
PUNCHI•B,BP,XB,EZ,PU,VV
PUNCHI pFSC, PV,HD, QN_,XD,.EP
PUNCH IsSHp DU, SS, QQ, BKI,WL

















XX= (AA-BB 1 )/( .4343*(LOG (DC)-LOG (D+. 0001 ) ) )















































































Q1=1.0-( 1.0/( ( (BO*O. S/GC)**2.0+1.0)**0. S) )
QZ=BO/TS
Q2-1.OS*SIN(QZ*2.844)




172 Q4-SI N(6.283*TB/TS-I .571)+1.0












WD= (TS*BG*Q I*CC)*'2. O'W2* (W3+WS)
M.,M+I

























.., S'ON _ YA(,5j. ED t4") "_rL.)_'" _,)
FORMAT(_11.5_EI|.5,E11._- . .5,EII.5,E11.....5_EII 5',
R_.A,3 i,ATHpF:T_FfiH!.,Pt_,FNL_FH
XAs PFff42,L:AD !pGE_PXjGA_F_:; s
READ lpAPtHP,PS_P('_,P7
'-'" _iS ACR HE Y














D3 - (O. O 167*QQ*R PM) ** I.65*0. OOOO 15147
IF (TS-O. 9) 133_ 133_134
D4=TS*"*I .285"O.81
GO TO 137

























D6=.I O. 0"*(0. 932"C I-I .606)
WN=D I*D2*D3*D4*D 5*DE*G A
WT= (S M) *QQ*S S*HS*O. 453* (BT /BK) **2. O*WL













AA,.ATAN ((XB/YA(K) +S IN (AN))/AL )
BB..AA-AII









,,K,'- ., __.S,,Xt:*S I (AAI ,-.v_t _.-.))'-;....:-*'.:
CONTI ,qi.lE




PUNCHI, ED(1),ED(2),ED(3), ED(6) ,AJ)BC
PUNCHI,GX(1) .a,,Z,,2),"-"_'GX(3),GX(,_+),FGH
PUNCH1 ,FGX(1 ) ,FGX(2) ,FGX(3),FGX(L,)
DF PH)FPI, PXPUNCHI_FT,,, , ,
PUNCH I)GE) AP)HP_ P5) P6
PUNCHI )P7) PHM) ASH)AL.H_ BT _ATH
PUNCH 19HS, HC )AC-."ZpTYPY )AY, AYC
PUNCH1 ,,vo At " ' .....¥,AI.YL. ALYR bo BSHIP _t_" _ " " - _ IP a II
•rr- r,,,. FO TP


























































































































































PUNCH I,BT, BTL (I), BTL (2), BTL(3 ), BTL (4)
PRI NT4,BSH,BSHLL(1),BSHLL(2),BSHLL(3),BSHLL(4)
PRI NT4,BC,BCL(1),BCL(2),BCL(3),BCL(4)
PUNCH 1, BC, BCL ( 1 ) ,BCL (2) ,BCL (3) ,BCL (4)
PRI NTh., BYC, BYCL ( 1 ), BYCL (2), BYCL (3), BYCL (4)
PUNCH 1, FNL, FFL (2), FFL (3), FFL (4), FFL (5)
DO 887 K-1,8
READ I,RI,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6















XX-(AA-BB I)/( .4343*(LOG (DC)-LOG (D+. 0001 )) )
Y-AA-XX*. 43 43*LOG (DC)
AT-E XP (2.3 06* ( X-Y )/XX)
GO TO (870,871,872,873,874,875,876,877,878),K
P_-'55



















































IF(FI (M)) 198, 197, 198
PS (M) =PW*UA*UA
WQL (M) :wq* (BCL (M)/BC )**2
X=WF +WQL (M)
GM =(GF*UA)**2.0+I.0





SP (M)=PP (P4)+D L (M)+PR (M)+PS (M) +E X (M) +ST (M)+X





PZ (M) =(SP (M)/P(M) )*. I

































































PASS I0 HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR
DIMENSION AI(90)
FORMAT (F 12.5pF 12.5,F 12.5,FI 2.5,F 12o 5,F12.5)




READ888,AI (K),AI (K+I),AI (K+2),AI (K+3),AI (K+4).AI (K+5)
K-K+6



















PH5=P 5* (FG M+FH) *. OO I
P1-16-P6*(FG M+F H) *. OO I
PH7-P 7*F GM*. OO I


















































FNL=2 o'k (FGH+FT+FC+F P) +F SH+FY+FYC+FYR
PRI NT245, V,FGM, BC, FC, BT, FT











XX- (AA-BB 1 ) / (. 4343*(LOG (DC)-LOG (D+. 0001 ) ) )
Y-AA-XX*. 43 43*LOG (DC)
P._,62
AT=EXP (2.30G_(X-Y)/XX)
GO TO (805,806,807,808,809,810,811) ,K
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PERMANENT- MAGNE T A- C GE NERATOR



























-- (22) . b I
(22) t,j2
(22) b 3
-- _ (22) b s
"_ (22) h o
0 (22) h 1
,(




















-- (38) h 'st
(420)
(40) sk
-- I(SO) X_ o Ci
_151 )
_ O (590) g mox
!> i: !>_GN
f4i ]',,i, IpH,_s_ VOtlS .............................
- t .......
(S_) /I FR [:QL)FNCY
_'N,PlJl)
He, ....... Ewr_ ..... DESIGN !_0. (!) ..........
POLES
PH__A,SE CURRENT ,,,,'_" I, #,-)




W,DTH OF DUCt O "-_'_ i_,
STAC.,NG_ACTOR(STATOR) -q_" --' "/' O
WATTS,'L.. "]5,' 0




























FUND,htAX OF F_ELD F! U>."
WINDING CONSTAN1
POLE CONS1.












WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON
POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR
WIDTH OF SLOT OPENING
HEIGHT OF SLOT OPENING
DAMPER BAR DIA. OR WIDTH
RECTANGULAR BAR THICKNESS
RECTANGULAR SLOT WIDTH
NO. OF DAMPER BARS
DAMPER BAR LENGTH
DAMPER BAR PITCH
RESISTIVITY OF DAMP. BAR@20°






C..--U--_ STATOR LAM. MATERIAL
I


















i (1S 7 ) ( -- )













































TYPE 1 h,, 1-
(Type 5 is an open





b s for type 3 is
bs ___







"°:+, + + . - :.... : +_ (OUTPUT)
(-F_I--_+-T--_-+-_'H"_TCO+-++L-+_+'F t+-+ ' -* +_+---- .............F I+'L1_-= ......................++ _+A,A_E,. f,'+_,+'--.......i--- > i'
(26) ( s) SLOT PITCH i AiR GAP PERM (70o) ( a)
_27) ( .I/3)}SLOT PITCH 1/] DIST. UP ..... "_C}":_ i --.- ,.020£_5 EFFECTIVE AIR GAP (69) _.)
i(42) (K.k) SKEW FACTOR ].OOOOC) _.I _11075.00 FUND/WTAX OF FLD. FLUX (71) (CI)
(43) (Kd) DIST. FACTOR , 96591 j ,_I 900 WINDING CONST. (72) (Cw)
(_) (K,) P,TC, F_CTOR 965_6 +I ,6_700 POLE CONST. (n) (Cp)"
(45) ( ) =EFF. coNDucToRS 6,25_LJ'000 ,_ .6_032 END. EXT. ONE TURN .... (48) (LF.!
{46) (.)) COHO.AREA .00202 .8_r000 DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR (74). (Cw_)(47) ($ _ CURRENT DENSITY (5TA.) _6_. 1 O00O _ 6 1 C)0Q CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR i(75) ._.j¢)
[49) ( I) I/2MEAN TURN LENGTH _.28CJ_(_ 26_._000 AMPCOND/IN (128) (A)
(53) (R, p h ) COLD STA. RES, • 20 ° C . _ 91 1 0 .9_Z_i_ REACTANCE FACTOR (129) (X)
[$4) (Rpk) HOTSTA. RES. eX C _1_7G91 . 12.8g01_; LEAKAGE REACTANCE (130) (Xq)
[55) (EFIop) IEDDY FACTOR TOP 1 _rmonn 4o-717,0 .SYN REACT DIRECT AXIS (133) (Xd)
($6) (EFbot) EDDY FACTOR BOT 1 _ ()N()O_ .00(]0('} DAMPER (163) (XDd)
(82) ( i) STATOR COND. PERM. ___'7_0 _DO000 LEAKAGE REACT (ld3) (XDq)
{M) ( ,) END PERM, 7_713R10 12-_9000 UNSAT. TRANS. REACT (!_W$) (X_lu)
[6S) ( ) WT. OF STA COPPER 2_22710 11.:_B00 SUB. TRANS. REACTDIRECTAX. (168)(X"d)
[46) ( ) WT. OPSTAIRON _ |_'_CJl_ 11 __h_O0 SUB. TRANS. REACTQUADAX. (169) (X"_l)
[41) (D) POLEPITCH 1 q_"_ _71_N NEG. S EQUENCEREACT (170) (X2)
;S0_) P I PERMEANCE IN STATOR 11_'7q_ _ _II"II_ ZERO SEQUENCE REACT (172) (X_)
- -- I • _+ -- - I II'I
:510) Po PERMEANCE OUT STATOR 23.60000 mgR _[,nnn TOTAL FLUX (88) (_t)
[507) Pm PERMEANCE MAGNET .QOO_I_ _'_)'6i {_(_6 FLUX PER POLE (92) (_g)
[S11) PR PERMEANCE AIR GAP 1G2-q_;OOO 17- 1 7GO0 GAP DENSITY (95), (Bii)
157) (") WT. OF ROTOR IRON .(_('}0('}0 40_GG£1.O0 TOOTH DENSITY (91) (B t)
WT. OF MAGNETS 2 2110_0 _,1 _28200 CORE DENSITY (94) fBi;)
:l_lS} _V, ) PERIPHERAlSPEEO 7788.70000 18._2701 SHORTC,RCUITAMes (sn) (I..}
-I
t/Jp,) (102o) POLE FLUX
(lip) (103a) POLE DENSITY
(F&W) (103) F&W LOSS
(Wml) (104) STA TOOTH LOSS
(We) (185) STA CORE LOSS
('Wpnl) (186) POLE FACE LOSS
(Wdnl) (193) DAMPER LOSS
(12 R, ) (194) STATOR CU LOSS
(-) (195) EDDY LOSS
( - ) (196) TOTAL LOSSES
( - ) ( - ) RATING (KW)
( - ) (-) RATING & LOSSES
( ) ( - ) PERCENT LOSSES



















VOLTS • 0 LOAD AMPS
VOLTS e I/4 LOAD AMPS
VOLTS • 1/2 LOAD AMPS
VOLTS • 3/'4 LOAD AMPS
VOLTS • 4/4' LOAD AMPS
VOLTS • 5/4 LOAD AMPS





























( - ) (2so)













INPUT PARAMETERS FOR PERMANENT MAGNET DESIGN
115. 66.5 3. 400. 6. 8000. 5. I.O
1.625 O. O. .92 15. 77.4 3. .090
.266 .226 .O31 O. O. O. .51 .O5
I. O. IB. 5. I. .O508 I. I.
.25 O. O. 60. O. 75. .694 .017
.419 .657. G. ._ .61 1.3_" ! . . fSZ
1.625 .71 3.716 I. O. 7. O. O.











































t I i i
I i !
ATED ,_ND TE_T PErFoRMAncE F( R A I ............. i........
t ! iENT MIGNET---C G_NERAT_R BE, ORE , i
[ f---_-- l .......... +.......,'.........i ........
CIRCU TING I THE TEST _OINT AT SH_RT"I ! J
RA-5
TESTS SHOWING THE EFFECT
OF SHORT-CIRCUI TS ON THE






N Trio U,5 _ _'{ D rf I_M
RA-6
T}IST [_:IRFORMANCE OF A P.M.G. AT 8000 RPM
GENERATOR WAS SUPPLYING A RESISTIVE LOAD




OUTPUT AMPERES PER PHASE
RA-7



































Clear core (no switch control).
Insert output Form #I into typewriter, set margin for correct
output, and set typewriter for single spacing.
Load pass #1 followed by input parameters (output punched cards).
Load pass #2 followed by output from pass #1 (output printed plus
punched cards).
. , _ m #2 _" _F _ printe_ :_iusLoad oass #3 follo _,'_e,i by out_i:ut -to, pass _ ....... _,_
punched cards).
Load _ass #h fo_Llo'_ed b Z o_ltFut from ,:_ss _'_ out_:,ut, r, unch,_._ :::.rds)o
Load pass #_ .tol_o_e_: .:.v o_tput £rom £ass @)_ (,-_:t.put i::unche_ _,:'ds).
Load pass #6 follewed :',y _O/_!i,; _ -k,'&i_. _ .f o IF
and output £rom pass # _ (output [.u:nch:_-! .... ; )
Load pss:: #7 fO].[T"*C_ _,/ _u_t.[._". :r,J '_. .-::_.,__.": _t.,,u_ r,_i:!tei .:_,:_
r,_ched ,_'arcs }.
Loaa pass "_ "_ ' '-' , te_.t;'_ed by out!at _*rum pass _,' :,c,_fls_::.it _rinted_o
RA-IO























































































ALL SATURATION CURVE VALUES ARE IN FORHAT F10. O (FIG. 2)
(ALL SATURATION CURVES HUST HAVE 5 CARDS)
00o
O000090O0|

































99999_9991999999999, 99999999! 99999999 99999999 999999999599'99999999




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PASS I PERMANENT MAGNET
DIMENSION DA(8),DX(6)pDY(8),DZ(8)
FORMAT (E 11.5,EI Io5,EI I. 5,El Io5,EI Io5,EI I°5)
FORMAT(FT.O,F7.OpF7.O,F7.O,F7.O,F7oO,F7o O,F7.O,F7.O,F7oO)
READ2 ,VA, EE, EP, PN,F, PXpRPM, P I,PF,DI
READ2pDUpCL,HVpBVpSF,WL, BK,ZZpBOpBI
READ2, B2, B3,BSpHOpHXpHY,HZ ,HS ,HT ,HW
READ2,QQ,W,RF, SC,YYpC,DW, SN, SNI ,DWI
READ2 ,DB,CE, SH, SDpPBA,SKpT I,RSpGC_GP
READ2,CI pCW, CP, ELpCM,CQ, BH pBP,HH, HF
READ2, PL, ALN, PEp DR,RKpWR _D IpWO,HD,DD
READ2pH sB,BN, SB,TB,REpT3,WF _ACM, AH
SS=SF*(CL-HV*BV)












CC= (5. O:_GC+BS )*TS/( (5. O*GC+B S )*T S-BS*BS )
GO TO 8
QC= ( 4t. 44"GC+0.75*BO ) *T S
CC:QC/(QC-BO:VBO)
































































































s:P l I (C_AC)
PUNCHI _VA_EEpEP_PIIpFpPX
PUNCHIpRPMjPI jPF_DI jACpS
PUI,IC II I pDLJ, CL pSS pHC, SF p0.1"4
PUNCFI1,WLpBK,ZZ,BO,B1 ,B2
PUNCHI pB3 pBSpHOpFIX_FIY_HZ
PUNCH I ,,HS jHT, HWI,QQ,W, RF



































43 C I:(O.64_LOG(PE)+I .359)*((GC/GP)**0.352)
44 IF (CW)45,45,46
45 CW=O. 7 07*EE*C I*DF / (EP*PN)
46 TG :6000OOO. O:VEE / (CWWE C*R PM )
BG:TG/GA
I F (CP) 4.7,4-7,48





















60 EL=3. 142_U*YY=V(DI+H S)/QQ+O° 5
GO TO 62
61 EL=2.O*CE+(3. 142*(O.5*HX+DB))+(YY*TS*TS/(SQRT (TS*TS-BS*BS)))
62 HM=CL+EL
RY=S C*Q0.*H H/( P N*AC*C *C )
R X=R S'kO. OOOOO I








40 AA=0.581H-(SN*SN-I .O)*O.O625*(SD*CL/(SH*HM) )_2.0





























C PASS 3 PERMANENT t_IAGNET
I FORMAT(El 1.5,E11 o5pE11.5,EI1.5pEI I.5,E11o5)





















CQ= (O. 5*COS (AA) +AB-S I N(AB) ) I (4. O*Sl N(AA) )




350 IF (PBA-60.)352,353,3 52

































81 PC=Z*(ZE+ZD+(O.5*GCITS)+(O. 25*TSIGC) +0.6)




EW=6.28*EK*ZF_ (T P** (0.62- (O. 228*LOG (ZF) )))/ (C L*DF*DF )
IF(PN-3,0)85,86,86









































C PASS 4 PERMANENT t4AGNET


































































WF=DR*_2 •5* (RPM** I. 5 )*PL*O. 00000252
WQ= (DU-HC )"I. 42"HC*S S* (BX/BK) **2. O*WL




















































I F(GT-3.75) 113,114, 114
AA:I O.O'k'_O.178/( (GT-I .0)**0.334)
GO TO 115











123 AY=I. 5_YY/(PN*QN)-O. 25
GO TO 125




126 IF(BN) 127,127m 128
127 AS=A4
GO TO 129




131 AA: (3. OwHZ+HX )w I. 667 / (P N*QN*CF*CF*DF*DF*BS )
XO= ( (PC+A5 )*AX/AY+AA+O. 2*EW) *XR
132 D2=BG**2.5*0.000061
D3 = (O. 0167*QQWR PM) ** I. 65w0.000o I5147






















UY= (SL+E S+T L )*AL N*O. 00638
VT=O.
AA=WO/(GC*CC)
I F (AA) 148,147,148














































PASS 6 PERHAHEI,IT HAGNET
DIHENSIOI,I AI(30)
FORMAT(EI1.5,E11.5,El 1.5,EI 1.5,EI Io5,EI 105)
FORMAT(FIO.O,FIO.O,FIO.OjFIO.OpFIO°O,FIO'O)
K=I



















TAN=S I N(3.14.161PX) IZ
A2= ((D I/2. -G C-HH-H F )*T AN- BP/2, )*Z* 2.
































































XXX=(AA-BB I)/(. 4343*(LOG (DC)-LOG (D+. 0OO1 ) ))
Y=AA-XXX _. 43 43*LOG (DC )
Y=EXP (2.3 06*(X-Y)/XXX)
GO TO 805
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TPF=S I I,I(AN)/COS (AN)
SPF=SI N(I .5708-AN)




X= (AZ*XD-AZ*RP*T PF )
B=X*SPF/ENL
B=ATAN(B/SQRT (I.-B*,*2) )
EL (K) =E NL*COS (B )-X*C PF-AZ*RP/PF
Z=Z+.25
PRI NT3pETsXDPUpEBpXIpPCpX2,EWpXLJpWCgXS
PRI NT3,WI ,XX,TP,XN,PI I,XO,PO,TG,PM, FQ























PASS 8 PERMANENT HAGNET GENERATOR
DIMENSION PR(2),PS(2),G (2) ,DL(2),PP(2), EX(2) ,ST (2) ,VA(2)
DIMENSION P(2) ,E(2) ,PH(2), SP(2) ,EL(6)
1 FORMAT(E11.5mE11.SpEII.5,E11.SpEI1.5,E11.5)




READI pEZp]_)PU 9_ ,WF pWQ, VV
READ I,IEH.p EL(I ),EL(2), EL(3), EL(4), EL(5)













AB= (F $2/RI4)**O. 5*D D*O. 32
IF (AA-2.5) 160,160j 161



























175 W2=PX*BN*SB*RM*I. 246/(AB*I OOO. )
W3 = (Q2/(2. O*VS+(VG/Q4) ))**2 .O-V1
WS= (Q3 / (2. o*vs+ (VG/Q5 )))**2. o-v2
WD= (T S*BG*Q 1*CC )**2.0_42 * (W3 +W5 )
M=M+I


















GM= (G F'A'UA) **2. + I.
ST (M) = (2. O_ (0. OO 2 7*XD PU*UA) *'I. 8+I. O) *WT
V A (I'I) =VV*U A
DL (M) =G1`4"A'VA,I
PP (M) =GH*WN
EX (M) :EZ*PS (M)
SP (I'4) =PP (14) +D L (M) +PS (PI) +E X (1'4) +ST (M) +X
P (M) =(SP (M) 11 ooo. )+VA(M)








































POLE-FACE LOSSES IN SOLID POLE GENERATORS
IN BRIEF
Pole-face losses in solid rotor generators can limit the rotational speed, the
output, or both. The following article discusses the calculation of, and the
design limits imposed by the pole face losses.
GENERAL STATEMENT
Paradoxically, the solid rotor machine is proposed for high speeds and high
air-gap flux densities when it cannot operate at speeds or loadings comparable
to those of the laminated pole generators, without the penalty of high losses in
the solid pole faces.
A solid-pole Lundell generator that operates over a speed range of two to one
may require de-rating at the maximum speed because of pole-face losses.
This de-rating is required because of the pole face losses under load - not the
no load losses.
When the wide speed range generator operates at its maximum speed, the gap
density is reduced and the reduction of losses due to the reduced flux density
is greater than the loss increase due to the increase in tooth ripple frequency.
The result at no load is a reduction in pole face losses. At full load though,
the same stator current flows and the armature mmf is the same as it was at
the lower speed.
Because of the doubled slot frequency, the pole face load losses at the top speed
will be of the order of 3 times as great as at the 1/2 speed condition. The actual
increase in pole face losses under load depends upon the slot opening, air gap
length, ampere loading, and gap density.
SOURCE OF THE FORMULAE
T. Spooner and I.F. Kinnard "Surface Iron Losses with Reference to Laminated
SA-I
Materials" Trans. AIEE, Vol. 43, 1924, pp 262-281.
The above reference points out that the following factors influence pole face
losses:
1. Air gap induction Bg
2. Field form C. b
3. Ratio of slot width to single air gap s
g
4. Tooth frequency ft
*5. Tooth pitch'T" s or slot pitch
6. Resistivity of material _,0)
7. Thickness of individual laminations t
8. Hysteresis Coefficient 0
9. Insulation between laminations
10. Effect of punching
* We use different symbol than Spooner and Kinnard
In the equation -
Pole face losses = W S = K 1 K 2 K 3 K 4 K 5 K 6 (Bore area), the hysteresis co-
efficient is not used, the interlamination resistance is assumed high, no burrs
are assumed to be shorting the laminations and the effect of work-hardening
is assumed to be removed by annealing.
In the paper, Spooner and Kinnard summarize that as a rough approximation,
surface losses vary as-
lto2
b
(Sg)2, (ft)l.5 s (Ts)l
' g
In the text of the paper, higher exponents are used and the constant K 1 is ad-
justed to give the required accuracy. The exponents used in the curves given
in the design manuals of this report are about 30% higher than the rough ap-
proximation given by Spooner and Kinnard, and account for interlaminated


















For this study, tests were made on solid-pole generators using 4130 pole steel.
Tests correlated within 5% of calculated losses when the constant K 1 = 7.0
was used. Load losses in the pole face are calculated just as for laminated
poles.
Note: If the rotor is not relieved at the leading and trailing edges of the pole,
the losses will be higher than those calculated with K 1 = 7.0. Such a condition
might exist when 316 steel or Inconel X is welded between poles and the weld-
ment is cylindrical. In such cases, the armature reaction flux causes high
losses in the interpolar area. This discussion and calculation assumes that
best conditions exist.
NO-LOAD POLE FACE LOSSES
The pole face losses are a function of the stator bore area, and when the stator
tooth pitch is constant, the losses are a function of the rotor diameter. They
are also functions of the gap density and under load they are functions of the
stator loading. Since the RPM determines the tooth ripple frequency, the P. F.
losses are a function of the RPM.
The flux density and speed of a specific, solid pole generator, are limited by
the amount of heat that can be dissipated from the surface of the poles so with-
out considering the output of the generator, the effect of slot pitch and air gap
density on pole face losses can be observed, while the generator operates at
no- load.
With a specified air gap density and specified slot pitch, the pole face losses
can be made high enough to cause the machine to fail and this can happen with-
out load being applied. It can happen to a laminated pole or to a solid pole
generator.
The no load pole face losses in a solid pole generator are of the order of six
(6) times as great, for the same stator design, as those in the pole faces of a
SA-4
laminated rotor. For this reason only the design limits for the solid pole gen-
erators are investigated here.
b
No load pole face losses are = fn (Bg, _, fT' _s' C1 ) where
Bg = air gap density, Kilolines/in 2
b = slot opening, inches
s
g -- air gap length, inches
ft --- tooth ripple, cycles/sec
Ts = tooth pitch on stator, inches
C 1 = fundamental of field form (a ratio)





_S _" " 3ff
CI= 1.0




ft = "_ 6--5
PFL at NL = K 1 K 2 K 3 K 4 K 5 K 6 (Bore Area)
K 1 = 7.0
K 2 = fn (Bg) = . 8 for 45 Kilolines/in 2 gap density
SA-5
PFL at NL =
/-_5- i. 65
,s ,n
K 4 = fn (T's) = .175
b
K 5 = fn (-_) = 1.45
K 6 = fn(C1 ) = .22
(7.0) . 8 (K3) (. 175) 1.45 (. 22) (Bore Area)
.313 K 3 (Area) for Bg ffi 45 Kilolines/in 2
• 235 K 3 (Area) for Bg = 40 Kilolines/in 2
• 11 K 3 (Area) for Bg = 30 Kilolines/Ln 2






































































































ROTOR Si_EEDj THOUSAND R PM










POLE FACE LOSSES IN A SOL-ID POLE FACE
AT NO LOAD AS A FUNCTION OF SPEED AND
AIR GAP DENSITY FOR A 4.0 DIA. ROTOR.
___ 2,0 SLOT PITCH= _s=.30
, _///;/ o 
3 5 10 2-0 30 40 60 BOlO0
ROTOR SPEED_- TFIOUSAND RPM
::___ CURVE 3,_-Z
POLE FACE LOSSES IN A SOLID POLE FACE AT NO LOAD
AS A FUNCTION OF SPEI_D AND AIR-GAP DENSITY
FOR A 6.0" DIA, ROTOR. t:_,9=2, O SLOT PITCHj Z"s=.30
IOO
lj//
' '_ III ' i
1.5 2,5 5 IO 15 20 25 - 40 80
ROTOR SPEED_ THOUSAND RPM
sA-9 'CURVE SA-3
DISSIPATING THE POLE FACE LOSSES
If the pole face losses are to be dissipated to gas similar to air or if the ma-
chine is force ventilated with air, the best coefficient that could be expected is
0.10 watts/in 2 of surface/°C rise above the air. See curve_tV_from Luke and
curveSASfrom A.D. Moore.
If 25 watts/in 2 is to be dissipated from the rotor surface, the temperature rise
25
of the rotor surface in this case will be _ = 250°C above the cooling air or
gas. Similarly, if 50 watts/in 2 must be dissipated, then the temperature rise
of the rotor will be 500°C above the cooling air.
If room temperature cooling air can be used in sufficient quantity, 40 watts/in 2
might possibly be dissipated from the generator rotor surface. If a heat trans-
fer coefficient of . 10 w/in2/°C can be obtained, the rotor temperature will be
approximately 800°F or 425°C.
A cooling coefficient more likely to be obtained is . 08 watts/in2/°C and this
value has been used on curveSA_to show probable rotor temperatures associ-
ated with various no-load pole face loss levels.
EFFECT OF REDUCING GAP DENSITY
If a high-speed generator is designed and the PF losses are too great at say
45 kilolines/in 2 air gap density, reducing the flux density will reduce the pole-
face, no-load losses by the ratio of gap densities raised to the power 2.5. The




















































FROM LUKE: HEATING OF RAILWAY
MOTORS. AIEE TRANS 1922 VOL 41
PP 165- 17,.3.
SA-11 CU_I_E _ 5 A-z_
WATTS DISSIPATED FROM THE ROTOR OF AN
ELECTRICAL MACHINE WNEN FORCED-AIR
COOLING IS USED.
FROM A.D. MOORE: FUNDAMENTALS OF
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EFFECT OF VARYING SLOT PITCH
When the slot pitch is varied, the pole face loss varies as the slot ripple fre-
quency variation raised to the 1.65 power and varies as the tooth pitch variation
raised to the 1.26 power. The no-load pole-face loss will decrease as the tooth
or slot pitch is increased.
The net change in the loss as the slot pitch increases is approximately (ratio
of slots) 1" 65 (ratio of slot pitches) 1. 26
In the tabulation for diameter = 4.0", Bg = 40 K1/in 2, "_s = "3", RPM =
12000, the NLPFL = 10.6 watts/in 2 of stator bore.
If the slot pitch is increased to . 6", the NLPFL will be reduced to 8.1 watts/
2
in of stator bore area.
EFFECT OF SLOT OPENING
Completely closing the slots can have only limited effect in reducing pole face
losses since the bridge closing the slot must saturate before the machine can
operate. The saturated bridge represents an effective opening in the slot and
the ratio --bs is some definite value. In considering the effect of closing the slot
g b s _
with a bridge, a smaller effective opening can be assumed such as __ - 1.0.
g
The pole face loss at no load varies approximately as the ratio
3 1.3
\bsl
So, by reducing the slot opening to 1/2 its original width, the no-load losses
can be reduced to about 1/2.4 of the initial no-load value. This applies to the
no load losses only and the pole-face losses under load may be much higher
because of the reduced slot opening. Load losses in the pole-face are a function
of the stator loading and of the slot opening to air gap ratio (bs/g). This can be
expressed as a function of bs/g and a function of (Xad) 2.
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LOAD LOSSES IN THE POLE FACE
Under load, the pole face losses are increased. This increase is due to the
armature mmf wave and resulting flux wave which has a saw tooth shape.
The higher the current loading in the stator, the more pronounced the saw
tooth shape of the flux wave becomes when the machine is fully loaded. This
effect is a function of the ratio -
_series conductors/slot x 2
Iph Ksc]
no load air gap ampere turns __J (NLPFL)
b
where Ksc is a modifying factor describing the effect of _ss. The smaller the
g
opening, the sharper the step or saw-tooth in the armature reaction flux wave.
E.I. Pollard treated the pole face load losses in his paper "Load Losses in
Salient Pole Synchronous Machines", AIEE Trans., Vol. 54, 1935, pp 1332-
1340. His work shows that if the slot opening to air gap ratio is made too small,
the result may be an increase in total pole face losses. See curve SA-7
In the rotor sizes 4.0" dia. to 8.0" dia., an air gap length of . 030" is reason-
able to assume. If the following values are assumed:
ampere loading =
bs/g = 2.0, Bg =
from curve
900 ampere wires per inch of stator bore periphery,
40 K1/in 2, then the air gap ampere turns are about 400 and
rKsc Iph N_ 2




PF Load Losses = . 91 x no load PF losses
where N s = conductors/slot
Iph N s = 900 x . 3 = ampere wire loading x slot pitch
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LOAD LOSSES IN THE POLE FACE
FROM E.I. POLLARD; LOAD LOSSES IN
SALIENT POLE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES;








LOAD POLE FACE LOSS=
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400 = ampere turns drop across main air gap
loss factor from curve
The pole-face load losses are added to the no-load pole-face losses.
When the air gap density is decreased, the ampere turns drop across the air
gap decreased in direct proportion and the pole-face load losses increase as
the square of the change in gap density. For example, the factor just calcu-
lated above for a 40 K1/in 2 gap density was . 91 (NLPFL). When the gap density
in the same machine is reduced to 30 K1/in 2 but the ampere loading is main-
tained at 900 AW/in 2, the loss eqn. becomes -
_1.42 (270)_ 2PFLL = 300 __ NLPFL = 1.63 (NLPFL)
2
,4
or PFLL = (_) (.91) NLPFL = 1.63 (NLPFL)
l.J
We have already discussed how the reduction of the air gap flux density re-
duces the pole face no load loss per square inch of stator bore area by
Bg2. 2.5 and in the case of a reduction from 40 K1/in 2 to 30 K1/in 2 the re-
duction in NLPFL is (4) = .488.
2
4
The full load PFL increased by (5)
from 1.0 to 1.78 (.488) =
or 1.78 so the total load loss was reduced
• 87 a reduction of 13%.
SLOTTING THE ROTOR TO REDUCE THE POLE-FACE LOSSES
Figure 1 shows graphically what happens when a solid pole-face is slotted to
reduce pole face losses, when the slot approximates 50% of the pole surface.
Assuming that the air gap flux density is unity, the initial pole face density at
its surface was also unity.
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When the rotor was slotted to the extent that 50% of the surface was re-
moved, the density in 1/2 the remaining surface or 1/4 of the initial sur-
face became 1.74 times the initial value or 1.74 per unit. The surface
density in the remaining 1/4 of the initial surface increased to 2 times the
surface density or 2.0 per unit. The average increase in total pole face
losses based upon the increase in gap density at the surface of the pole
is 2.4 times. However, the increased air gap density in the region of
the pole surface reduces the effect of the slot ripple and tends to reduce
the load losses. These effects can nearly enough offset the effect of
grooving to make the pole face losses about the same with or without
grooving.
Experiments made in support of this study showed insignificant results when
the rotor was grooved approximately with .020-.03 wide grooves, and only
50% of the initial surface was left.
Figure SA1 shows the results obtainable when the rotor grooving is about
10 to 12% of the surface area. This amount of grooving does not change
the rotor surface loss a significant amount. To realize a satisfactory re-
duction in pole face losses, the lands formed by the grooving should be
thin; . 020" width is a good maximum for 400 cps generators.
To satisfy the requirement for lamination-thickness lands, and only 12%
loss of surface, the grooves should be only about .0025" wide and the re-
quirement for such an extremely narrow slot imposes a difficult manufactur-
ing problem. Some methods that can be used to cut the narrow grooves are:
diamond sawing with narrow saw or wire, electric-discharge machining with




















DISTRIBUTION OF SURFACE FLUX DENSITIES
WHEN A ROTOR POLE-HEAD HAS 50% OF ITS
SURFACE CUT AWAY BY GROOVING--ASSUME













WITH . 025" LANDS AND . 005" WIDE SLOTS,
THE POLE •SURFACE FLUX DENSITY IS 109%






Graphical flux analysis is the quickest and most direct solution to many field
problems. Irregular or complex fields that yield slowly to mathematical anal-
ysis, ff at all, can be solved graphically. Manual plots are used to solve heat-
flow, air-flow, dielectric field, and flux field problems.
In this study, only flux field distributions are mapped, and only the simplest
case is considered -- that is, the case where the iron surfaces are equipoten-
tial surfaces and the space between the iron surfaces has the permeability of
air. The same total field potential exists across the air space regardless of
any change in dimension or configuration.
The permeability of air is constant, so if the field gradient per unit of linear
measurement (ampere turns per inch) across the air space changes, the flux
density must change by the same ratio.
In making flux plots, the flux is considered to consist of tubes of flux. In a
three dimensional field, a single tube is conceived of as looking like this:
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In a two dimensional field, the depth of the tube is constant and the tube looks
like this:
l I
L."I I/ I/ v [11 _ . /
If the number of lines of flux in a tube is held constant, and the depth of the
tube is constant, the sides of the tube of flux must converge or diverge in di-
rect ratio to the change in field gradient.
By choosing the scale of field gradient and flux density, the area of flux tube
enclosed by the sides of the tube and the equipotential field gradient lines be-
come a square.
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The lines of flux must cross equipotential lines at right angles and enter the
iron at right angles. The corners of the areas so defined are right angles and
if the squares are successfully divided into fourths, the smaller squares be-
come more closely true squares. In any of the squares, the two dividing lines
used to divide the square into four squares will be closely equal in length.
To start a map or flux plot, draw the area to be maPl_ed as large in scale as
practical. Ink the boundaries of the iron so erasures will not remove them.
Also, ink in the lines of symmetry.
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Draw in the middle an equipotential line and then start the plot in the most
irregular region or at a corner and a line of symmetry.
EQUIPOTENTIAL LI
/
OUTSIDE CORNER INSIDE CORNER
Start the maps with large sweeping curves and close the map before trying to
perfect the detailed areas.
Use 2H pencil for easy erasures with minimum smudging.
Make large squares and divide only where necessary to check map accuracy
or to obtain accurate density.
Intersections between flux lines and equlpotential lines must be right angles
at all times or the map can npt be made accurately.
When the tubes of equal flux are divided, they are most easily divided into
multiples of two.
A map can not be forced. However, useable accuracy can be obtained without
a precise map, and the operator should exercise his own judgment as to the
accuracy required.
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To move lines a small amount, try widening the line with pencil and removing











To determine, by means of a freehand flux plot, the no load field form of an
electromagnetic machine:
, Make the flux plot in the manner described in the literature, with
all intersections of flux lines and equipotential lines at right ang-
les and with all curvilinear squares capable of being divided into
smaller, curvilinear squares.
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, The distance from centerline between poles to the centerline of
the pole is 90 electrical degrees. Divide this arc on the stator










. At any point on the stator surface, the distance from the surface
to the first equipotential line is proportional to the flux density at
that point. A plot of flux density, therefore, is a plot of the ratio
of distance from the stator surface to the first equipotential line.
Where the equipotential lines have been further divided, the dis-
tance ratios increase proportionately.
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.The maximum density (usually at the pole head centerline) can be
used as a one per unit; 1.0 or 100°/o.
1.0
Fundamental







0 ° ° 60" 90"
Cp =
(o)
f (O) cos OdO
N
O-_
Cos 0° = 1.000 Y1 (.5) = (.5) YI =
Cos I0 ° = .985 Y2 (.985) = Y2 :
Cos20 ° = .940 Y3 (.940) = Y3 =
Cos 30 ° = .866 Y4 (.866) = Y4 -"
Cos 40 ° = .766 Y5 (.766) = Y5 =
Cos 50 ° = .643 Y6 (.643) = Y6 -
Cos 60 ° = .500 Y7 (.500) = Y7 =
Cos 70 ° = .342 Y8 (.342) = Y8 =
Cos 80 ° = .173 Y9 (.173) = Y9 =




Mathematics of Modern Engineering, Vol 1, pp 73-92, Doherty and
Keller.
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References to use for a study of Flux-Mapping techniques are.
"Graphical Flux Analysis in Transformer Design", M.G. Leonard, Electro-
Technology, Oct., 1961, pp 122-128.
"Fundamentals of Electrical Design", A.D. Moore, McGraw-Hill Book.
"Electromagnetic Devices", H.C. Roters, John-Wiley & Sons Book.
Notes on Air-Gap and Interpolar Induction, F.W. Carter, IEE Proc. (British),
Vol 29, 1900, p 925.
I
Air Gap Induction, F.W. Carter, El. World, Vol. 38, p 884.
Sketches of Magnetic Fields in Iron, Th. Lehmann, Rev. Gen. El., Vol. 17,
1926
Mapping Magnetic and Electrostatic Fields, A.C. Moore, El. J., Vol. 23,
1926, p 355.
Fundamental Theory of Flux Plotting, A.R. Stevenson, G. E. Rev., Vol. 29,
1926, p 797.
Graphical Determination of Magnetic Fields, R.W. Wieseman, AIEE Trans.,
Vol. 46, 1927, p 430.
Graphical Determination of Magnetic Fields, E.E. Johnson and C.H. Green,
AIEE Trans., Vol. 46, 1927, p 136.
Graphical Determination of Magnetic Fields, A.R. Stevenson and R.H. Park,
AIEE Trans., Vol. 46, 1927, p 112.
The Interpolar Fields of Saturated Circuits, T. Lehmann, AIEE Trans., Vol.
46, 1927, p 1411.
A Practical Application of Graphical Flux Mapping, J.F. Calvert, El. J.,
Vol. 24, 1927, p 543.
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Graphical Flux Mapping, J.F. Calvert and A.M. Harrison, El. J., Vol. 25,
1928. Theory and General Discussion, p 147; Fields of Non-Salient Pole
Synchronous Machines, p 179; D-C Motors and Generators, p 399; D-C
Motor, Salient Pole Synchronous Machine, Universal Motor, etc., p 510.
Analytical Determination of Magnetic Fields, B.L. Robertson and I.A. Terry,
AIEE Trans., Vol. 48, 1929, p 1242.
Magnetic Fields in Machinery Windings, J.F.H. Douglas, AIEE Trans., Vol.
54, 1935, p 959.
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THE MAXIMUM __ RATIO FOR ROTATING COIL LUNDELL GENERATORS
d
In Brief
The maximum practical _ ratio for a rotating coil Lundell generator is . 3.
d
Discussion
The flux circuit of a rotating-coil Lundell generator can be represented by
the mmf drops below:
Fgap Fteeth Fcore Fteeth Fgap
Fpole 1/2 Fshaf t Fcoil 1/2 Fshaf t Fpole
The rotor shaft completes the flux circuit, and the area of the shaft
limits the useful stator length by limiting the amount of flux that can be
carried inside the excitation coil.
When a maximum length machine is made, about . 50% of the stator bore
cross-section area is used up or made unavailable because of the thickness
of the cantilevered poles at their bases.
Another 20% of the stator bore cross-section area must be used for an
excitation coil and only about 30% of the area can be utilized for shaft.
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wAssumptions are:
Area Shaft = . 3 r#'_d2
Gap Density = 35 Kl/in 2
Shaft Density at FL = 100 K1/in 2
Pole Embrace = .6
Then:
Total Flux at FL : 2.5 x useful flux. (This assumes that the
leakage flux is 1-1/2 times the useful flux).
Total Pole Flux : "JI_d_(35) Cp Kilolines for all poles (this flux
links the stator winding).
Half of this flux passes through the shaft.
Total Shaft Flux at FL =
_sh : 2.5 _ - 2.5(.6) qY'd_(35)
2 2
= 26.2 r]f'd L
_sh also
= I00 _ (. 3)
26.2 _'d,Z _- 7.5 _'d 2
L- 7.5 d _-- .286d26-:Y
7.5 _?g'd 2 : Bsh (Area of Shaft)
This can be rounded off to . 3.
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THE MAXIMUM _ RATIO FOR TWO, INSIDE, STATIONARY COIL LUNDELL
d
GENERATORS (OR BECK'Y-ROBINSON GENERATORS)
In Brief
The maximum practical _ ratio for a Becky-Robinson type of stationary-
coil Ltmdell Generator is approximately:
_= .53
Discussion
The flux circuit of a two-coil Lundell generator of the Becky-Robinson
type is represented by the mrnf drops shown below.














Note that the flux in one parallel branch circuit must pass through the
rotor skirt, or flux collector ring, into the yoke and back through the
shaft.
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The combined shaft and flux collector ring areas must carry the equi-
valent of the total flux that passes into and back out of the stator. The
areas of the combined skirt or collector ring and shaft cannot greatly
exceed 60% of the total cross-section area of the stator bore because
of the room needed for the excitation coil.
The following assumptions are now made:
Shaft and skirt area - . 6
4
Shaft and skirt density = 100 Kt/in 2
Air-Gap density : 35 Kl/in 2
Total flux in shaft -_ 2.5 times useful flux
The combined areas of the rotor skirt plus shaft should be equal to
the combined shaft areas at the two ends or skirt area : shaft area.
2.5 x shaft flux - .6 (lOO)
= 15 q_d 2
Useful flux- _--¢]Td 2 = 6 --_r'd 2
2.5
L(35)Also, Useful flux = "i/u 2 Cp K_in shaft
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6 _d 2 - 35 _d_
2 (% - •65)
_ 351(.65) = zz.4
2
or
_L_ 6d 53 d
-- _ - •
TWO-COIL, LNSIDE-COIL LUN'DELL
OR BEKEy-ROBINSON GENERATOR
c--- ; _ -t=== ,
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS DESCRIBING THE WEIGHTS
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PARTS FOR THREE GENERATOR TYPES
A weight breakdown is made for the electromagnetic parts of 1) two,
inside, stationary-coil I_nndell generators (Becky-Robinson Gene-
rators), 2) two, outside-coil I-nndell generators (Rice Generators)
and 3) Homopolar Inductors.
In order to have simple but realistic relationships between the three
generator types mentioned above, some simplifying assumptions have
been made.
1. In all cases, the tooth width is equal to the slot width.
2. A pole embrace of. 65 is used and the pole constant is
the refore approximately. 65.
3. The gap density Bg is 50 K_/in 2 for one set of calculations,
and 35 K_/in 2 for another set of calculations.
4. To keep the machine reactances of the 4 pole, 6 pole, 8 pole
generators approximately constant for comparison purposes,
we have assumed that the gap density is constant and that





For 4-pole a-c generators A - 600
For 6-pole a-c generators A - 700
For 8-pole a-c generators A - 800
As a matter of academic interest, the gaps are:
8-pole generator gap = g
6-pole generator gap = 1.16 g
4-pole generator gap = 1.5 g
In the programs note that all the reactance formulae are
multiplied by a common factor designated as X.
X = A gd o AIL When Bg is constant, then
2 C 1 Bg (10)
d A
Xad = X C 1 C m/_a = AK' p g-----_- constant and p ge = constant.
The constant-reactance approximation as stated is inaccurate
by the variation in d when the number of poles is changed.
This variation in diameter (4- 10%) can be compensated for by
further changing the length of the air-gap to keep the reactance
constant. The assumption is realistic enough to allow useful
weight comparisons between the three types of generators.
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SLOT DEPTH (hs)
If a stator loading of 800 ampere wires/inch of stator is assumed and the
slot width is equal to the tooth width there are 800 amperes in 1/2 inch of
stator bore periphery. For 8,000 ampere/in 2 current density in the stator
800
winding and a slot fill factor of 2/3, 8000(,67) = . 150 in2 of slot is needed•
The slot must be about • 150 _ 3" deep. For a machine with a stator bore
diameter of 6", a. 3" deep slot is . 05 d and this slot depth estimate has
been used in all calculations•
CORE DEPTH (hc)
The useful flux per pole in the stator is 0p - 17 d_Bgp Cp K_) and the area
of the bore cross-section is hcj _. If the core density is 80 K£/in 2 then,
0p
2Ac -80 and
dg BgCp :  (Bg) .65 d
hc : _ 2 (80) P
• 01275 (Bg) d
P
For 50 K_/in 2 gap density h c =





OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF STATOR (D)
The outside diameters of the stators are d+ 2hs+ 2h c
h s = .05 d in all cases
h c - .638 d for 50  /in2
d for 35 K_/in 2
= .446 -p-
D = (1 l) d4 -1"276d• p for 50 I_/in 2 gap density
= (1.1_-.319) d- 1.419d for 4P
(1.1+.212) d = 1.312 dfor 6P
(i.I ÷.16) d --1.26dfor 8P
D - 1.1 d + . 892 d__ for _L_ K_ /in2 gap density
P
-- (1.1_- .223) d-- 1.32dfor 4P
= (1.1 v.147) d- 1.25dfor 6P
= (1.1 +.111) d- 1.21d for 8P
YOKE THICKNESS HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR
The leakage flux of the homopolar inductor is assumed to be all of the flux
that is not useful in generating voltage and is assumed to be .4 the useful
flux. This is a low estimate that can only be realized with careful design
and is an estimate that makes the homopolar inductor compare favorably
with the other machines.
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any diameter of the end-bell the weight of the end bell must be
EB wt. - _'(D-_ ty) ty E-D_ . 283 -i- flux shoe weight estimated at
.125(END-BELLWEIGHT)--EBwt.-_(1.125).283_+ty_ty _-_-_ lbs.
ROTORS OF OUTSIDE-COIL LUNDELLS
The length of the rotors for outside-coil Ixmdells must be about 3_ to
accommodate the flux-collector rings at the rotor ends. When the
environment and speed permits the rotor can be made approximately 50%
solid.
¢_-d 2 3 d (.5) (.283)
Wt. of rotor - 4
- . 166 d 3 lbs.
ROTOR AND FIELD-COILS FOR TWO, INSIDE-COIL LUNDELLS
._BE C KY ROBINSON)
To accommodate the field coils and yokes in the rotor ends, the rotor of
the two, inside, stationary-coil I_ndell must be approximately 2_ long.
d the rotor length is -_ -- d. The rotor is considered 80%Since _- 2'
solid to account for the coils and yokes.
Rotorwt. --_ d (.283) = .333d 3 lbs.
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GENERATOR STATOR AMPERE LOADING
ATOR WINDING ----_
?2v'_l%,-k-_-pk",y4-_ - _ ..-_(.:____:_ ___
K_.i_i.........._ ' .......................i
; - - ) WOUNDIV .-. ! ---K7 WI
IA WOUND X t ! _ " '
If:
1) The slots occupy 50% of the space in the stator bore area.
2) The no load flux density in the iron is 100 K E/in 2.
Then the air gap density will be 50 Kt_/'m 2 at no load.
In practice, the air gap density may vary from 20 Kae_,/in 2 for
a permanent-magnet generator to 65 Kg./in 2 for a low-reactance
wound-pole generator. Solid-pole generators usually operate at





The ampere-wires per inch of bore periphery A represents
the current loading of the generator and the output power. If the
value A is doubled and all else held constant, the power output
doubles. In a 30 KVA, 8-pole MIL-G-6099A generator for air-
craft, the value A will be about 700 to 800. The tooth width will
about equal the slot width, the gap density is approximately




= "IT (D4- ty) ty
- _'(D) ty approximately
. ,_" d._ SgCp
2 Kilolines of useful flux
Yoke flux = 80 x yoke area
" -- d
2
Yoke area - _d 2 Bg Cp
4(70)
_ '_ d2 Bg Cp
Dty - 280
ty




= .0817 d _$'_1. 42 (280)
I
For 4 poles and Bg = 50 /_/"
Yoke weight = 7"_(D + ty)ty d x 3 (. 283)
d 3
=cff(1.42 ¢.082).082 -_ x3 (.,283)
-- .164d 3 lbs. for Bg=50and P= 4.
ROTOR_ HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR
The rotor of the homopolar inductor is assumed to be 60% solid on the
ends and 100_o solid in the center section between the stators. The diameter





Bd d (.60) x 2 -l-Rotor weight - 2
---i
'_(dx.8) 2 dl .283 lbs.
.¢. 4 U
YOKE AND END-BELLS OF OUTSIDE-COIL LUNDELL GENERATORS
The useful flux in the yoke is "_'Wd _ Bg Cp2 Kilolines and the leakage flux
is 2 as great as the useful flux. The flux density in the yoke, due to the
3
useful flux alone is 60 K_/in2.
Area yoke - _7/_D ty approx. _/_2 . 65(Bg)
ty : thickness of yoke -- "_"D (60)
d
Yoke length- 3_" = 3-_
3
Yoke weight = _ (D-t- ty) ty -_ d (. 283) lbs.
The end bells of the two, outside coil Lundell generators must carry the
yoke flux and must have approximately constant cross-section area from
the outer yoke to the auxiliary air gap. If_" dEB (thickness) -- constant at
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The limit of ampere loading on the stator is reached when ad-
ditional rotor ampere turns, which would be necessary to overcome
more armature reaction and armature voltage drop, only serve to











A small (1 KW) conventional, 8000 rpm, 400 cycle permanent
magnet generator with block-type salient-pole magnets will produce
about 600 ampere wires/inch at maximum output. The regulation
is about 40% at such a load and in order to maintain a useable
voltage level about 250 ampere wires/inch is the usual limit.
A 10 KVA, 4-pole, wound rotor, salient-pole MIL-G-6099A
generator may have a rated load output of about 500 to 600 ampere-
wires per inch.
A 30 KVA, 2-pole, 400 cps, non-salient pole generator may
only be able to carry 400 ampere-wires/inch if it is to meet
MIL- G- 6099A performance requirements.
There is no direct and clear-cut way to arrive at the maximum
stator loading. For different applications, the load limit may be
entirely different. In general though, for any of the electromagnetic
generators we are likely to be interested in the loading A will
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probably lie between 600 and 900. For very small machines and
PM generators, this value may be as low as 200 while for large
synchronous condensers on utility systems (50,000 KVA) the value
may be 1200.
The ampere loading of the stator is related to the reactances
of the machine.
If wire is wound through an iron or steel machine, it acquires
inductance.
L- NO - N (Ni)_[_
i i
Where _9 _ permemme
This indicates that since the output current is fixed in any specific
application, the inductance of the stator winding will vary directly as
the square of the conductors/inch used or as A z.
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-- GROUPING OF FRACTIONAL SLOT WINDINGS
When the stator iscomprised of a winding having fractional slots per pole,
the grouping of the coils can be determined by the following method.
Express the ratio of the number of slots to the number of poles as an improper
fraction reduced to its lowest terms. The denominator will then represent the
number of poles in a repeatable section and the numerator will then be the
number of slots in a repeatable section. If the number of slots in a repeat-
able section is not divisible by the number of phases a balanced polyphase
winding cannot be obtained.
The maximum number of parallel paths in the winding is found by dividing the
number of poles of the machine by the number of poles in a repeatable section.
This gives the maximum possible number of parallels.
To determine the grouping lay out a table having as many horizontal divisions
as there are slots per repeatable section, and as many vertical divisions as
there are poles per repeatable section. Divide the horizontal divisions into
m number of phases and using a pitch of y = poles per repeatable section lay
out the winding.
As an example consider a 3 phase, 20 pole, 84 slot machine, then 84/20 --
21/5 = (slots per repeatable section)/(poles per repeatable section). The
maximum number of parallels possible - 20/5 = 4, and the available number










Lay out the table as follows with y = 5 and



















The grouping will thus be 21211-21211 = 21211 = and repeat 3 x 4 = 12 times.
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Another way of accomplishing the same result as that given above is as follows:
Since there are 5 poles per repeatable section and 21 slots per repeatable sec-
tion there must be 7 slots per phase in each repeatable section with these 7
slots occupying positions over 5 poles. The coils in a section may be arranged
in any order but the best arrangement in general is that which gives the largest
distribution factor. Usually the most symmetrical arrangement of the coils is
best, or in this case 12121. Laying out the wiadLng: of _he previous example for
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which is the same as that arrived at previously with the exception that it is
displaced several slots.
THE SLOT STAR
The two above methods of grouping can be verified by the slot star method.
In general let the number of slots per phase per pole q be represented as
q = N/B = a + b/B. where a is an integer. Then the winding repeats itself
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phase has N slots in B poles. Further, each phase has B - b coil groups with
a coils and b coil groups with a + 1 coils in B poles. If B/m equals an integer
there cannot be a perfectly balanced fractional slot winding.
Apply the above rules to the 3 phase, 20 pole, 84 slot example gives q = 84/
(20 x 3) = 7/5 = 1 + 2/5. Thus the winding repeats itself after each 5 poles the
number of recurrent groups is 20/5 = 4. Each phase has 7 slots in 5 poles
and each phase had 5 - 2 = 3 coil groups with 1 coil and 2 coil groups with
1 + 1 = 2 coils in 5 poles.
The slot star of a 2 pole, 3 phase integral slot winding with q equals two is
shown in Figure 1. The angle between two adjacent slots is cc s = 180°/mq =
30 °"
Two adjacent vectors correspond to two adjacent slots and thus slots 1, 2, 7,
and 8 belong to phase I, slots 3, 4, 9, and I0 belong to phase II and so on. Vec-
tor 7 with which the second pole starts is shifted !80 ° with respect to vector 1,
and the same applies for vectors 2 and 8, 3 and 9, etc. Therefore the bottom
half of the slot star is the same as the top half except that their vectors are
shifted by 180 ° .
The four coils of phase 1 are shown ill Figure 2 with the solid lines represent-
ing the tops of the slots a2.d the dotted lines representing the bottom. The con-
nector C takes care that all the emfs add together and thus the slot star of this
example is completely represented by only half of the circle.
The above type of star will then apply to the integral slot windings in general.
In the fractional slot winding, B poles make the recurrent group and just as
for the integral slot winding the slot star of B poles is represented by half of
a circle.
Figure 3 shows the slot star of the 20 pole, 3 phase, 84 slot example. There
are 5 poles in B with 7 x 3 = 21 slots per recurrent group, m s = 180/ (3 x 1.4)
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= 42 and 6/7 °. Thus the angles which correspond to the slots are:
Slot No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
ccs -0 42 6/7 85 5/7 128 4/7 171 3/7 214 2/7=342/7etc.
Since the largest distribution factor for the fundamental is obtained when the
slots belonging to each group are closest together, the first seven slots in the
slot star will be assigned to phase a. The second seven to phase c, and the
last seven to phase b. Thus slots 1, 18, 14, 10, 6, 2, and 19 are phase a;
15, 11, 7, 3, 20, 16, and 12 are phasec; and 8, 4, 21, 17, 13, 9, andSare
phase b.
The grouping then becomes
Slot No. 1 2
Phase of + +
Coil a a
Grouping 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
- + + - + -.- + - _ + -
c b b a c b b a c c b a













This is identical with the grouping of the first method and therefore verifies
its accuracy.
In the integral slot winding the beginnings of the phases are displaced by 120
and 240 electrical degrees. Also in the fractional slot windings the distances
between the beginnings oi the phases can be made 120 and 240 °. This will be
the case when the beginnings are placed in slots 1, 1 + N, and 1 + 2N when B
is an even number, and in slots 1, 1 + 2N, and 1 + (1 + m) N, when B is an odd
number. This arrangement of the beginnings of the phases will place them far
apart from each other mechanically while it is often desirable to have them
near to each other. In order to place the beginnings of the phases near to each
other the beginnings can be placed approximately 120 and 240 electrical de-
grees apart and the windings still will be balanced. This is due to the fact that
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in the fractional slot winding the emfs of the consecutive coil groups are not
in phase and the sequence of the geometric addition of the single emfs is of no
influence on the resultant phase enff. So in the example considered the be-
ginnings of the phases can be placed in slot 1 for phase a, slot 4 for phase b,
and slot 7 for phase c. The angles between the beginnings are then 128 and
4/7 °, and 257 and 1/7 °.
DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
The voltages induced in the separate coils of a distributed winding are not in
exact phase and their resultant is therefore less than would be produced in a
concentrated winding having the same number of turns. The ratio of the volt-
ages produced by distributed and concentrated windings having the same num-
ber of turns is called the distribution factor, in the case of integral slots per
phase per pole it can be derived as follows:
O = electrical angle per phase group
0=qcc S
°Cs e/2 e







sin][ = sin _ =
qoc S
E = 2r sin _.
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Since a displacement of cc
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Kdn for the nth harmonic is Kdn








for the nth harmonic,
FRACTIONAL SLOT DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
Refer to the slot star shown in Figure 3 of the section titled "Grouping of
Fractional Slot Windings" and it will be noted that to determine K d for a frac-
tional slot winding it is necessary to distinguish between the angle between
two slots ccs and the angle between two vectors ccm. This latter angle is the
magnetic field angle between the slots of the recurrent group and this angle
determines the phase difference between the vectors. The magnetic field
angle is oc = 180°/Nm where N is the same as in "Grouping of Fractional
m
Slot Windings".
It can be seen from the slot star that the fractional slot winding thus behaves
like a winding with N slots per phase per pole shifted with respect to each







The general effect of distributing a winding is to smooth out the wave form by
diminishing the amplitude of the harmonics with respect to the fundamental.
The distribution of the armature copper loss is also improved.
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The distribution factor of the three phase winding is greater than that of the
two phase winding and for this reason the three phase winding is used where
there is a free choice of the number of phases. The distribution factor of the
single phase winding is much smaller than that of either 3 or 2 phase windings
because the winding is distributed over a larger arc.
In general only 2/3 of the slots per pole are used in winding single phase ma-
chines. The reason for this can be best shown by an example.
of slots per pole equal 9, and if all slots were wound then cc
S
and
Kd = 9xsin 10 o = _ = "640
Let the number
= 180°/9 = 20 °,
If only 6 slots are wound
sin (6 x 10) _ .832
Kd = 6xsin 10 -
9 x. 640
Thus, for 9 slots the number of effective turns is only 6 x 832 = 1.15 times
the number c_ effective turns obtained when using 6 slots, and therefore by
using 500/o more copper with its additional 50°_ more loss, only 15% more volt-
age has been obtained.
SKEW FACTOR
It can be noted in the table of distribution factors that some harmonics have
the same distribution factor as the fundamental. These harmonics are called
the slot harmonics and their orders are
n-- EK(2mq)_ + 1 = K(p--_) + 1 where K is an integer
The slot harmonics which correspond to K = 1 (slot harmonics of the first
order) are among the most troublesome harmonics in AC machines. Their
influence, as well as the influence of other harmonics of higher order, can
be reduced by skewing and for this reason stator or rotor slots are sometimes
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skewed. The skewing also reduces the flux variation in the fringing of the flux
at the pole tips due to the slots entering and leaving the polar region. Such a
flux variation oftentimes contributes to noise.
Skewing has the same effect as the distribution of a winding over a larger zone
because it reduces the interUnkages between the field and stator windings.
This distribution factor due to skewing is called the skew factor.
For slots that have a large number of slots per coil group the path of the vec-
tors being added approaches the arc of a circle, and when this happens the
distribution factor can be expressed as the ratio of the chord AE to the arc
AE and
qcc
s 1/2 chord AE
sin --2-- = R
qo_
S















is the pole pitch
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Let tsk be the slot skew in inches for a length equal to the core length of the







tsk 17" tsk 77"
sin .... sin n ....
2tp 2t
Ksk - tsk Tf (fundamental) & Kns k - tsk TfP (nth harmonic)
t 2 n- 2t---
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The influence of skewing is nigligible for the fundamental, small for the har-
monics of low order, and very considerable for the harmonics of higher order.
A skew which is equal to one st_tor slot pitch makes the influence of the dan-
gerous slot harmonics almost negligible.
PITCH FACTOR
Fractional pitch windings decrease the length of end connections, reduce slot
reactance, and provide a means for improving the wave form. They can be
used to eliminate any one harmonic from the voltage wave as well as to reduce
other harmonics. However, they require a few more turns or a greater flux
for the same voltage than a full pitch winding.
Since the two sides of a coil of a fractional pitch winding do not lie under the
centers of adjacent poles at the same instant the voltages induced in them are
not in phase when considered around the coil. The voltage produced is there-
fore less than that which would be produced in a full pitch winding. The voltage
generated in any single turn is the vector difference of the voltages generated
in the two inductors which form the active sides of the turn. If the throw in
slots is y, then (y/mq) x 180 ° will be the angle of phase difference between
the turns and Kp is then derived as follows:
AB = Be = E; since AB = BC, angle C = angle A, and the bisector of (y/mq) x
T
180 ° will be perpendicular to AC and will bisect AC into two equal parts E ;
thus
Kp=2E/2E=E/E=sin mq) x(1800/2 = sin Y x90 °
Since the displacement for any harmonic such as the nth is n times the phase
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displacement of the fundamental,
/
K for any harmonic n is
P
Any harmonic can be eliminated by choosing a pitch that makes the pitch fac-
tor zero for that harmonic. Thus to eliminate the nth harmonic it is only neces-
sary to select a pitch such that n(y/mq) x 90 ° equals 180 °, 360 °, 540 °, etc.
(any multiple of 180°). Eliminating any one harmonic also reduces other har-
monics and the fundamental by different amounts. A pitch of 5/6 will give
minimum fifth and seventh harmonics and should theoretically give a minimum
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Machine reactances are sometimes expressed in ohms but are more
often given in per cent or in per unit. The per unit system is discussed
in Appendix A of Electric Machinery by Fitzgerald and Kh_gsley, pages
543-546. In our treatment of generators, the per unit valuesof the
various reactances are obtained by dividing the ohmic value of the
reactance by the base ohmic value, which is the phase voltage divided
by the phase current or Eph/Iph.
When the generator values are expressed in P. U. (or per cent which
is 100 x P. U.), all generators can be compared by the same standards.
A 50,000 KW, 60 cycle generator and a 1 KW, 1000 cycle generator
look pretty much alike as far as their reactances and per unit values
are concerned.
Per unit values can be easily used in system studies and the values
are easy to convert to a new base when used in a system involving
several machines.
Nearly all of the formulae in this study are arranged to give per cent





Any rotating electrical machine has only one zero-sequence reactance
and only one negative-sequence reactance but it has several positive-
sequence reactances. These positive sequence reactances depend upon
the angular position of the rotor and upon whether the positive-sequence
currents are steady or are suddenly applied.
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SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE
I Ill I _" ----
\
v
X d X %
k .
When a generator operates on a steady state symmetrical short circuit condi-
tion its terminal voltage is zero and its saturation is negligible. Since there
is no terminal voltage the net stator linkage must be zero, and thus the stator
linkage due to its current acting alone must be exactly equal and opposite in
direction to the stator linkage due to the field current acting alone. If the field
current were acting alone with the stator open-circuited a certain terminal
voltage would exist, and since the armature linkage has the same value as the
field linkage, the voltage which must be applied to produce the stator current
must be exactly the same as the terminal voltage induced under open circuit.
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Therefore the unsaturated synchronous impedance is the ratio of the phase vol-
tage on open circuit resulting from a certain field current to the steady state
short circuit stator current resulting from the same field current. Further,
since the value of the effective resistance is usually very small in comparison
with the reactance it can be neglected, and the impedance and reactance are
then equal. Thus
E (open circuit) ohms
Xd = I (short qircuit)
and since the voltage drop due to the stator current is due to the fictituous re-
actance Xad and the actual reactance X-_
X d = Xad + X
Direct Axis Synchronous Reactance X d
Definition AIEE TEST CODE 503, Para. 1. 820
"The direct-axis synchronous reactance is the ratio of the fundamental
component of reactive armature voltage due to the fundan_ental direct-
axis component of armature current, to this component of current under
steady-state conditions and at rated frequency.
Quadrature Axis Synchronous Reactance Xq
Definition AIEE TEST CODE 583, Para. 1. 830
"The quadrature-axis synchronous reactance is the ratio of the fundamental
component of reactive armature voltage, due to the fundamental quadrature-
axis component of armature current, to this component of current under
steady-state conditions and at rated frequency.
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FLUX CIRCUIT FOR STEADY STATE CONDITIONS
X d X
The above schematics show the circuits for steady-state fluxes in the direct
axis and the quadrature axis. The two conditions shown would be obtained
when testing for the synchronous reactances, Xd, and Xq. Under steady
state loading conditions, the stator flux wave is stationary with respect
to the rotor poles, since it is traveling at synchronous speed. Therefore,
the damper circuit and the field windings have no effect on the flux.
,qp
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REACTANCE OF ARMATURE REACTION
Since the shape of the resultant MMF wave is independent of the direction of
armature reaction the effect produced by the MMF's of the field and stator
windings can be found by treating the two forces as if they each acted alone,
and thus the forces may be replaced by the voltages they would cause if acting
separately. If this substitution is made the voltage due to armature reaction
may be considered as being a voltage drop due to a fictituous reactance Xad ,
and this is called the reactance of armature reaction. It is not an actual re-
actance but under steady operating conditions may be considered as such in
order to simplify the methods of calculation. It is in phase with the voltage
drop due to leakage reactance IphX_, and the sum of these two reactances is
the synchronous reactance X d.
If the effect of saturation is neglected the saturation curve becomes a straight
line, and then any change in flux with its corresponding change in voltage,
produced by any change in MMF is proportional to the change in MMF. Thus,
if an unsaturated condition is assumed, the reactance of armature reaction in
per unit value can be seen to be the ratio of the MMF of armature reaction to
the MMF required by the field to force the flux across the air gap, or
FDM
Xad = F (percent)
g
Since FDM = 7rP
"_" ne C MIphKd
_ Bgge
and Fg -
_'2 neCMIphK d 3.19 _ C 1 6.38 neCMIphKdC1
Xad = 7TpBgg e x -C 1 "_ 7TpBg geC 1
A_d = m from A IphnsKp and t s
Iph = _sKp e = ts = _
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)_a - 6.38d and X -
Pge
A K d
6.38 dA 7FneCMC 1Kd
= = X _aCMC 1
Xad _ ne _PgeBg C 1
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The two schenmtics above show the flux circuits for transient conditions
in the salient-pole, wound-pole synchronous generator. These conditions
obtain when tests are made for X_ and Xq or when the stator armature
reaction flux wave is changing with respect to the poles.
X_ Transient Reactance
When armature current is abruptly applied to a synchronous
generator it may cause the sudden appearance of an opposing mmf
opposite each field pole tending to establish flux through the pole
core.
In a laminated salient pole rotor with wound poles, the transient
flux is opposed by currents in the field winding. These initial
currents decay until only the internal impedance X d opposes the
current flow.
The permeance of the leakage path for the transient flux
determines the armature transient current level.
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TRANSIENT REACTANCE IN THE STATIONARY-
COIL BRUSHLESS GENERATORS
In the solid-rotor or stationary-coil, a-c generators,
the field-coil is separated from the main air-gap by
two auxiliary air-gaps. The transient flux is prevented
from passing through the field coil and is shunted
through the field leakage paths. These field leakage
paths are l_rge and the resulting transient reactance
is large.
The following sketches show the path of the transient
flux in a two, inside, stationary-coil, Ltmdell generator,
or Becky-Robinson generator. This sketch is generally
representative of the condition existing in any of the
stationary- coil gener ators.
During the first cycle or two of the transient, the flux
will be opposed by eddy currents in the rotor surface.
These eddy currents reduce the transien_ reactance
by about 15% during these first one or two cycles.
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iUNSATUI_%TED TRANSIENT REACTANCE -- (Xdu)
When current is suddenly applied to a generator stator (a step load) there is
no flux linkage with the field winding during the first instant, and during that















TRANSIENT FLUX IN THE NORTH POLE OF
A BECKY-ROBINSON LUNDELL, A-C GENERATOR
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TRANSIENT FLUX IN THE SOUTH POLE OF A BECKY =




















If armature current is abruptly applied to a synchronous
generator which has a damper circuit on the rotor poles, or
which generator has a solid pole face, currents wi!l be set up
in the damper circuit or pole surface. These currents oppose
the change of flux linkages in the rotor circuit a_d the permeance
of the path of the trm_sient leakage flux determinacy; the level of
the transient current in the armature.
The subtransient current decays quickly leaving the transient
current, which decays less quickly until at last only the steady
state current limited by X d remains.
The subtransient reactance of solid-rotor machines is about
15% lower than the transient reactance of the same machine.
X 2 Negative-Sequence Reactance
Negative sequence currents applied to the stator produce a mmf
rating backwards at synchronous speed. With respect to the rotor
which is rotating forward at synchronous speed, the negative se-
quence mmf and flux waves are rotating backwards at twice
synchronous speed.
Currents of twice rated frequency are induced in all rotor
circuits keeping the flux linkages of those circuits at almost con-
stant zero value. The flux due to the negative sequence armature
current is forced into paths of low permeance which do not link
any rotor circuits. These paths are the same as for the sub-
transient flux.
Since the negative-sequence flux wave alternately meets per-
meances of the two rotor axes corresponding to subtransient re-
actance X_ and X_ it is usually calculated as




Zero-sequence currents in the armature produce' slot-leakage,
end-leakage, and differential-leakage fluxes, but not the same
leakages as are produced by positive-sequence current. The
leakage flux produced is small and X o is the smallest of all the
reactances; lower than X_.
The value of X o varies through a wide range and depends
upon the coil pitch. It is least for 2/3 pitch.
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LEAKAGE REACTANCE
In addition to the demagnetizing action of armature reaction there also exists
a voltage drop due to the leakage fluxes. The lines of leakage flux go partly
across the slot from one wall to the other (slot leakage), partly from tooth top
to tooth top, (tooth tip), partly from phase belt to phase belt (zig zag), and
partly in the end windings (end leakage). Each of the leakage fluxes is directly
proportional to the current which produces it because its reluctance is princi-
pally in air.
Consider first the slot leakage flux. This flux includes all the flux which links
the portion of the conductors that are embedded in the iron, but which does
not enter the air gap. Assume an integral slot, full pitched winding, and as-
sume that the flux passes directly across the slot. The effect of the notches
at the wedge will be neglected and the current density in the conductors will
be assumed constant. Also, for simplification, the distance between the top
and bottom coil will be assumed negligible.
The flux produced by the element in the
bottom of the slot will surround this ele-
ment. It passes across the slot above
the element and returns in the iron be-
low it. The flux will thus encircle part
of the coil plus all of the slot above the
coil. For the part above the coil the flux
will proportion itself equally over the
distance hl/2 + h 2, and since the inductance L equals







the L per slot
L ..
3.19n2s (hl/2 + h 2)
4b 108
S
For the inductance of the part of the coil itself consider the element dx enclosing
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part of the conductor. The L per slot per inch of core length for this part will
N 2 n b
3.19 _ and since N = x s s
be equal to _ _ Rx x hl/2 -_- and R x = _]_ then
2dx 3. 2 3
L = 3.19 / rL1/2 X2ns 19nshl/2 3.19n 2s hl/2
hl/2 4b 108h 4b ss /24bs 3 108
and the total inductance of the bottom coil side is
%
3" 19n2 /h h__l 3" 19n2 _hl/2 h4__.__s_
- 4bsl0_ 1/2 + h2 + _ 10 8 s _ b-_s +
In the same manner the inductance of the top coil side will be that due to its
own current plus that due to the flux in the part h 2 above the coil and thus:
L T _ 3.19n 2 hl/2 h - s +
4bsl08 - + 108 _l-_s
Since a full pitched winding has been assumed, the currents of both coil sides
will be in phase in all slots and the mutual inductance in the top coil due to
the current in the bottom coil will be equal to that in the bottom coil due to





L M - 441o8 E current in the top coil enclosed by the flux from
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At the distance x the current enclosed is
x /
hl/2
3.19n 2 (hl/2_xdx= s108 b_6-[/
For the portion above the slot
L M = 10 8
f h2
2[ _ UI//D_'/////I,'/i rl///ii_ jqr-F
as in the previous cases.
Therefore, since total inductance is L T _- L B 4-2L M




h 2 hl/2 h 2 2hl/2 2h2_
1o8 \_; +_sJ
Since the portion of the slot between the coils has been neglected it can now be
included by making hl/2 in the above derivation equal to
h 1
and the formula for L will then be"
L 3.19n2 s / hl h2 /
_o8 _ +
The tooth tip and zigzag leakage components have been derived by Kilgore with
flux plotting methods and these have been determined to be
b_n2s 3 .19 .3 5btn2s3.19
and
16tsg 10 8 t s 10 8
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Adding these to the slot leakage portion gives
w
L
s/ 2 35bt )
3.19n h 1 h 2 b t "
108 _ + bss + 16ts'-'---g + ts
The above derivation has been based upon a full pitched integral slot winding.
When the winding is chorded, however, as is usually the case in polyphase
machines, the currents in the two coil sides in a certain number of slots will
be out of phase and the coefficient of self inductance will be smaller than for
the full pitch case. For the slots in which both the bottom and top layer belong
to the same phase the conditions are the same as for full pitch. Both coil
sides carry currents of the same phase and the phase angle between the cur-
rents is zero. In the slots in which the bottom layer and top layer belong to
different phases, the phase angle_ between the currents is not zero and the
mutual inductance between the two layers will be reduced. The reduction fac-
tor is equal to cos2B.
Two reduction factors have to be used: Kxc ° for the slot part in which the
conductors lie, and Kxt for the part above the conductors. Thus L becomes
3"19n2 IK xs h(3__s )(h:)b 2t "___35bt 1.....10 8 co + Kxt + 16t g + ts
The factors Kxc ° and Kxt will vary according to the percent pitch and when
they are derived they are found to be independent of the number of slots per
phase per pole. Hence, since they depend solely upon the percent pitch, they
have been combined into a single factor K x which is reasonably accurate for
most machines. It is determined as follows:
1)K x = _- _ + for three phase machines
_ Y
K x - _ for two phase machines
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Therefore the leakage inductance per slot finally becomes
3.19n 2 h 1 b t "
L= s K + + +
108 x _ 16tsg Fs
and the per unit reactance per phase will be
X = 2_IL Q_ Iph where
s m Eph
ATrd
Iph = QKpn s
Eph = 1 ns c iBg4_ 7rdRPM60 10-8 -_QmKpKd
(see total flux derivation)
X
S 27_RPMS. 19n2s KxQA?Td_ 60 108m_ hI_ss
m 120 108QKpnsnsC 1Bg_TFdRPMQKpK d
hl bt 35bt_ T_
+_+ 16tsg + t s ](_
Substituting Q = pmq
X
S 2 2 + +--
m qpKpC 1BgKd N'_
2
b t .3 5b t_ K d
16tsg + t s / Kq
Kx
Let C x = _-_
p 'd




s x mq 2 35bt /
h 2 h 1 b t '
-- _ss + _ + 16ts g + ts------ /
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Many attempts have been made to determine accurate formulas for the end
winding leakage reactance, but the one that appears to be most promising for
small machines is the one proposed by E. C. Barnes in AIEE Volume 70-1951.
Expressed in per cent notation this formula will be:
X E = 6.28f
2 F__ELE__ ip h
(C) q2k_ppmL_JE- _ KE10-6
where _ELE
_-fi is proportional to the pole pitch and is taken from Graph No.
and K E is proportional to the ratio of the calculated L E to the L E of Graph
No. 1.
1
-_[ calculated L E
KE = ILE from Graph #1
calculated L E
L E from Graph #1
(for d below 8" diameter)










q2Kppm _ __J KE._ L_pns
60 108mc
n sc ,Bg-_TrdRPM QKpK d I0
 OOAK _ Q
and substituting f 2 x _ ; Y = I_C 1Bg ; q pm
gives
6.28pRPM I Q E LEI
%X E = X-,,2x60 Q-_ 2x60m




The terminal voltage of an alternator under load differs from its open circuit
voltage at the same field excitation. This difference is due to a voltage drop
through the armature caused by leakage reactance, armature effective resis-
tance, and armature reaction. The relative importance of the three factors
depends upon the power factor of the load. With a reactive load at zero power
factor the decrease in the terminal voltage is due almost entirely to the arma-
ture reaction and the armature leakage reactance. Under this condition the
effective resistance drop is in quadrature with the terminal voltage, and since
it is small in magnitude, it has little influence on the change in the terminal
voltage caused by a change in load. Likewise, the resultant field FNL is al-
most exactly equal to the algebraic difference between FNL and FDM , and the
terminal voltage E is nearly equal to the algebraic difference between Eg and
IphX. Under these conditions the armature reactior, subtracts almost directly
from the impressed field and the armature leakage reactance drop subtracts
almost directly from the generated voltage. It follows from this that if an open
circuit characteristic OB, and a curve CD are plotted as in Figure 14, show-
ing the variation in the terminal voltage with excitation for the condition of
constant stator current at a reactive power factor of zero, the two curves are
so related that any two points, as E and F, which correspond to the same de-
gree of saturation and consequently to the same generated voltage, are dis-
i
placed from each other horizontally by an amount equal to the armature reac-
tion and vertically by an amount equal to the leakage reactance drop.
GF represents the armature reaction in equivalent field amperes and GE repre-
sents the leakage reactance drop in volts. The armature leakage reactance per
phase for a Y connected generator is thus X = EG/]/_ I and this reactance is
called the Potier reactance. The triangle EJF is known as the Potier Triangle.
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If the leakage reactance is constant and the increase in field current necessary
to balance a given number of ampere turns of armature reaction is independ-
ent of the saturation of the magnetic circuit, Potier triangles drawn between
the open circuit saturation curve and the zero power factor curve at points
corresponding to different degrees of saturation would be identical. Under
these conditions the zero power factor curve would have the same shape as
the open circuit saturation curve but would be displaced from the open circuit
curve by a distance equal to the length of the hypotenuse of the Potier triangle.
Actually, the field pole leakage increases somewhat with an increase in satu-
ration, and for this reason the number of field ampere turns which are neces-
sary to balance a fixed number of ampere turns of armature reaction is not
quite constant. In spite of this change in field pole leakage, the curves h;_ve
nearly enough the same shape for practical purposes and are assumed to bave
the same shape when determining generator performance.
In order to make use of the Potier method to construct a zero power factor
curve it is necessary to locate two points on the Potier triangle. Figure 14
shows how the method is applied. A triangle O(2L is constructed with OC equal
to the amperes corresponding to short circuit ampere turns (Fsc = X d Fg).
The altitude LT is made equal to IXpl where Potier's reactance Js calculated
by a partly empirical method and
x{_FTR +
Xp = '_TR + FCR + F T + F XFS
As the point L of the triangle is moved along the no load saturation curve,














TRANSIENT AND SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCES AND TIME CONSTANTS
Figure 9 shows the short circuit current in one phase of a three phase alterna-
tor that has had all three phases shorted when operating at no load. The line ef
drawn midway between the two sides of the envelope is called the direct cur-
rent component and has different magnitudes in the three phases. The envelope
of the alternating component is redrawn in Figure 10 with its axis horizontal,
i. e., with the direct current component eliminated. The alternating components
are the same in all three phases. When an alternating voltage is short cir-
cuited through an inductance and a resistance in series, the short circuit cur-
rent will consist of two components. These components are the unidirectional
or DC component which decreases logarithmically to zero, and an alternating
component which is fixed by the voltage, the resistance, and the reactance of
the circuit, and is constant when the resistance and reactance are constant.
In the short circuited generator the reactance is not constant until the condi-
tion equivalent to synchronous reactance is reached. When a sudden change
occurs in the stator current the armature reactance is no longer constant,
and under this condition voltages are induced by the changing armature reac-
tion in the field winding, and in any other closed windings on the field structure.
As the stator current builds up the voltages of the field structure will build up
simultaneously, tending to maintain constant the total number of ampere turns
acting on the magnetic circuit. These voltages cause transient currents in
these parts.
In a polyphase generator the alternating components of the short circuit stator
currents produce armature reaction which is fixed in direction with respect
to the poles but decreases from an initial value to a final value fixed by the
steady state short circuit currents. To balance this increase in armature re-
action there must be an increase in the field current. This increase in field
current is in the same direction as the initial field current since the armature
reaction caused by lagging currents is demagnetizing. The change in field
current decreases and becomes zero, when steady state conditions are reached.
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The D.C. components in the stator currents produce a resultant MMF
which is fixed with respect to the stator but has fundamental frequency
with respect to the field. To balance this the field current must contain
an alternating component of fundamental frequency. This alternating
component in the field current produces an MMF of fundamental fre-
quency in the air gap which is fixed in direction with respect to the field
poles. This MMF can be resolved into two oppositely rotating components,
each of which rotates at synchronous speed with respect to the stator.
Tim component which rotates in the direction of the rotor balances the
the stator MMF caused by the D.C. components in the stator currents°
The oppositely rotating component rotates at dot, ble synchronous speed
with respect to the stator winding and must bc balanced by second har-
monic components in the transient stator currents. All except the
fundamental alternating components decrease to zero when steady- state
conditions have been reached and the fund_m_: _tal alternating components
become the steady state ,_hort circuit eurreats.
Co,_,sider the elemv_:,,t_": _, }{e_;_:_:-a[or show_', i_' Fi:.a,'_ 11. The sta_,+r v.d_d-
ing is open and the rotor winding is excit_-,_! by a D.C. current of magni-
tude If. At the tim,> t _ 0, when the axes of ;_<,.th windings are perpen-
dicular to each other, the stator windbag is s,_ddenly short circuited. As
stated previously, the total flux interlinked with each winding under this
condition will remah_ constant. Thus, the total flux interlinked with the
field winding at t = 0 will consist of two parts; one part going through
the path of the main flux, and the other part going through the leakage


















During the time t the rotor moves through an angle a = wt and this produces a
current i a in the stator winding and also forces a current if to flow in the field
winding in order to sustain the field flux interlinkage. The transient currents
i a and if are determined by the angle a as well as the leakage fluxes of both
windings and they become a maximum when a -- 77/2, a quarter period after the
short circuit occurred.
It can be shown that the maximum transient stator current is determined by the
equivalent circuit of Figure 12, and the reactance that corresponds to this cir-
!
cuit is the direct axis unsaturated transient reactance, Xdu. The field reac-
tance, X F, is given in Kilgore's paper as
4 2 A F
X F = -_ _C M
and therefore the unsaturated transient reactance becomes
x' xF( x -A
du + XF+Xad]
The saturated transient reactance has been determined empirically and is ap-
proximately 88% of the unsaturated value.
In the determination of the transient reactance only the field winding of the
rotor was considered. If there is a damper winding in the poles, or if eddy
currents are possible in the rotor iron, subtransient currents similar to the
transient currents of the field winding are induced h_ these circuits. These
circuits will support the field windbag for a few cycles and therefore they have
to be considered as acting in parallel with the field winding. The equivalent
circuit for this case is shown in Figure 13. XDd is the leakage reactance of
the damper winding and eddy current circuits together in the direct axis, and
per Kilgore's paper
XDd = ::_/k Dd
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319p where XDd --"----d--- + _ d + hr
is a depth of penetration factor and varies as _ . It is equal to 1.2 at 60
cyclesand(_) {1.2/ at 400 cycles. The subtransient reactance is there-
fore
M
X d = X[ + XDd
The rate of decrease of the transient and subtransient currents will be deter-
mined by the time constants of tbe windings involved. The damper winding
and eddy current circuits have much larger ratios of resistance to leakage
reactance than the field winding and therefore their influence will be much
shorter in duration than that of the field winding. As a matter of fact_ tbe
damper windh_g and eddy current circuits influence the ctlrrents only durin_
the _irst few cycles, The field winding determines the decrease of the ami_]i-
f_
t t_,_es for _ _uch longer time, The change of the amplitudes durLug the silor!
circuit pe;i(_d is such that the amph_ _des are determiaed first by the subtract,
sient reac_:a_(-e X d_ then by the tra_sie_)I reactance X d' and finally by- the
synchrono:Js reactance X d.
The total se._.f inductance of the field wLu(ting is
Lf - 10 _- _F(3.19_-_Pe)+ kF_
where Cf is the ratio of the interlinkages of the field with its own flux to the




The time constant is the time in seconds required for the particular component
f
to decay to 36.8% of its initial value. The time constant Tdo is the time con-
stant of the field winding with the armature circuit open and with negligible
external resistance and inductance in the field circuit. Therefore, the open
circuit time constant is
, Lf
Tdo = _ff
The armature time constant is the time constant of the DC component and is
X2 stator I2R (KW)
= where r -
Ta 2_fr a a rated KVA
!
The transient time constant T d is the time constant of the transient reactance
component of the alternating wave and with good approximation is
t
, X d ,
Td = Xd Td°
W
The subtransient time constant T d is the time constant of the subtransient
reactance component of the alternating wave and is approximately . 005 second
W




Positive Sequence Resistance r I
The positive sequence resistance of an a-c machine is its a-c
armature resistance r which is greater than the d-c armature
resistance r a because of non-uniform current density and local
iron loss. r_ is usually disregarded in system studies except
in the case a 3 phase short circuit near the generator termhmls.
Zero-Sequence Resistance r o
This resistance i_; small and i._ u,- .... _-, .... _ *_
..... _.Q, (,t ;_,_ t ;. (_ ('ill.If,:-; S a
r_'_istor is used h; the neutral of a wye connected u_achine.
It is the sum of the d-c resistmme of i he three pl;_ces (Ln
a 3 pbttse machine) _ a neutral resistoi _, i,,s used, adci 3 x the
i'(:'sistor a]so.
"_ ' lR.-,q_ttcnce r 2'=-, _.... ' Sequence . .
TI>= ne_akiv. _, be,::,,,_m,, e !_owc._,' i:ip..? ,_o eiw, ;?_.-:_;u:tur_ e',UPl-,,]ic _
t_ 'of tile copper losst:_.< .......o:f the roto-' cireuiis. "" othe;" _,,,_." of
l'.)[or copper losses are supplied mechmlical.iy.
The negative sequence resistm_ce depends upon the re--
sistanc.e of the da-nper circuit if there is one. R is equal t,.-)
!,2 the: rotor d_n','.er ,:ir,'_ui! resistance plus the statoc
resistance
r 2 = R s + _ Rr
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GENERATOR VOLTAGE AND OUTPUT EQUATIONS
To begin a generator design when ther e is no required envelope or other
size limitation, time can be saved by using an output formula that relates
rotor size to output kva. The output equation is given here and then devel-
10 -8
oped from the relation E = N c_v Bma x
Output kva =
2




= rotor diameter which is for practical purposes the same as the
stator I.D. (inches)
-_ = stator length in inches
A = ampere wires/inch of bore periphery
Bg = gap density in kilolines/in 2
All electromagnetic generators convert mechanical energy to electrical
energy through a change of flux linking the conductors of the output winding.
The voltage generated in a single conductor is -
E =-_ VBma x 10-8
e/coil = 2 Emax sin wt Kp
erms Coils in Series
Eph - Coil x phase x K d
Total Slots K derms
- X
Coil Phases x Parallels





OT = Bg 77"dr-_
Bma x Fundamental = C 1 Bg
• RPM
_v Bma x Fund = C l _T X_
Ephase = C1 (_TRPM60
K N Q K d 10 -8
x P s
RPM -8
C l !Ot-_ NeK dx 10
_'2m
QN K
s p)(Ne = total effective conductors in the stator = C
60 Eph _F_ m 60 ELL _'2 m 108
(_T -RPMNexc1 Kd - RPM NeC 1K dELL
Eph




60 x 10 5 x ELL
RPM C Ne
W
C wfor 3phase = .39C 1
C wfor2phase (90 ° ) = .319C 1
C w for 3 phase = .225 C 1
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The derived voltage equation can be found in the AIEE Paper No. 50-201









= Hypothetical total flux in the air gap of the machine (in
kilolines). This is the maximum density over the pole
times the area of the stator bore.
= Total effective conductors in the machine.
RPM = Revolutions per minute.





for a 3 phase machine1
Where m = No. of phases
K d = Distribution Factor = . 955
C = Ratio Maximum Fundamental of the flux wave. This value
1 Actual Maximum






RPM CwNe_ I _3-
60 x 10 5 _ 10 -3








since A - N e Iph
3Td = ampere wires per inch of stator
bore periphery
Bg(_d lc)RPM (. 39C1)N e _ A Trd
860 x 10 N
e
Bg9.85d2 Ic RPM .39 CIA
60 x 108
KVA




If a pole embrace is used that gives other than C 1 = 1.0 (or if the maximum
of the fundamental flux wave is not equal to the maximum of the actual flux
wave), the KVA formula should be multiplied by C 1.
Note:
Liwschitz-Garik and Whipple in "Electric Machinery" Vol. 2,
appendix 8, pp 553-557 derived an equivalent formula for either
motors or generators.
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)<:o 7r _ T/_
When the air gap under the pole is constant the field produced by the
direct axis armature reaction M_ wave A will have the approximate shape B in-
sofar as its reaction on the field pole is concerned. Since this MMF produces
very little demagnetizing effect in the interpolar region it is sufficient to
consider only the fundamental of the effective part of the MMF curve (the part
which lies under the pole). The _amplitude of this fundamental is given by the
equation
A, - ' f





i #' S/.v _.,x_ ,'J zx .dx = _ X - 4





_ "v ( ,_# .,,,,I = .s ,',v x cos ..,v .,. c o _
s,N ('rr, _/r) = - s;_, _ rr





_l f ( l +-_)'_t_ '
fl"
('- x)( ('" _') _
| I I I I umi | i
('
_o_ ( × ,<y ) :
CQ.._(5 _. _'_) =
7/"_
77"
Although this derivation has been based on the as_mt_i_n that the air
gap under the pole is constant, the £ormula is much mo_e i.ccu_ate than _ig_t
appear. The formula has been checMed by flux plots over a wi_e range of pole
shapes from _ to 88 poles and found to be reaeonable accurate
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For all practical purposes the armature MMF in the quadrature axis will
have the shape indicated insofar as its reaction on the field is concerned. If
the assumption ( Justified by practice ) is made that the magnitude of the con-
m
stant part over the interpolar space is equal to 1/8 FooM , the fundamental of
this wave will then be found by the equation
/7 = _ f/xJ eo__ x dx
f<'>.J: _ _<_sx f,o_ _, (,-<_;_ _,o_...6+ =<J_
/
SA-'] O3
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VECTC_ DIAGRAM AND CALCULATION OF LOAD






The vector diagram for a salient pole generator :is as shown above. OA is
the terminal voltage Eph and OB is the phase current I p_ drawn at the
proper power factor angle _ . AC is the effective resistance drop i_h re
and CD is the leakage reactance drop I2h Xf . The stator current is di-
vided into a direct axis component I_ and a quadr_L_:_ a_s component _f
and IW X d will thus be the voltage induced in the starer by the direct
axis flux _ and If X .f will be the voltage induced in the stator by
the cross flux _ . The voltage I_ X _ w_ll be in quadrature with
_ and it is represented by DE. Likewise, the voltage I d Xa_ will
be in quadrature with _[< and it is represented by F2. The voltage OF is
the voltage that would exist :_t no load with -xcltatio> co_resporgling to rated
load, neglecting sata_at_on, and this volt,age is represented by the .symbol C_ .




The triangles Oil B and DEG are similar because _ is perpendicular to
If B, GD is perpendicular to BO, and DE is perpendicular to 0Iw . Thus
angle 0 is equal to angle D. Also, triangles DEG and HFG are similar because
DE is parallel to HF, EG is concentric with FG, and _ is concentric with G_j
and therefore angle D and angle H are equal. From a sililar triangle r_lation-
ship the angle A of triangle AMO is also equal to
From triangle DHN
--D-W- D+I
eL, = OAcos E = _ cos
Thus the nominal voltage ed is derived as
In the per unit system of notation Eph and I pk are unity at rated




c_ --c z_ .'- o _ - .,r?_ xc + =
_fore, if resistance is again neglected the angles G and _ can
be deter_£n_ by
When load is applied to the generator the flux wave shape will be distort-
ed and the wave form under load will be less effective in generating voltage
than the no load wave form_ The reason for this is that the fundamental of
the wave form under load is relatively less than that of the no load form for
an equal total flux per pole under each condition. Therefore the flux per pole
under load conditions will be greater than that required at no load, and the
flux per pole under load is
The leakage flux under load will also increase and
The total flux per pole in the rotor thus becomes
: ,,
and the density of the pole under load is
_p
The total ampere turns per pole under load can thus be calculated as
SINGLE PHASE CALCULATIONS
When two phases of a normal three phase generator are used for single
phase operatio,_ the mac_Li,n. reactances are first calculated on the basis of a
three phase machine and the single phase reactances then become:
:: A-108
J ......... ] l_I • I I I I I II
-- ._....... • I I I II I I
x;,d (3 _)
..Y_,( ¢) = _ (a.) +-.v={3_)
_ (,'e) -- _' <"_<_) +_"¢"* )
-i'a"
x/'(m cg+ x: (_ #;(,¢7 =
The negative sequence component of the single phase armature reaction
wave will induce large currents in the damper winding and this will cause high
damper losses under load conditions. Until further experience is accumulated
it is not felt advisable to exceed current densities of I0,000 amps/sq, in.
in the damper bars under normal load conditions when the current is calculated
in the following mlmner.
Y9
(_-)( lv__. s . _ ,_ 7.)
EA-t.09







THE EFFECT OF INCREASING THE AIR-GAP
The losses and reactances of a 30 KVA, 320 CPS, 4800 rpm aircraft
generator were calculated for various air-gap lengths. The stator
and its output winding were both held unchanged for the range of air-
gap lengths.
As would be expected under these conditions, the field excitation
requirement soon limits the output and, for this particular machine,
the thermal limit for continuous full load operation would be reached
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Type Wdg. ser. Y
Throw 83.3% 1 - Ii
Skew • Dist. Fact. "_9_ ._8
Chord Fact. .966
Cond. Per 8 lot 2
Total Eff. Cond._ !84.8
•075 x .162 SGHF
Con_. Sise
ROTOR
. o35 . o379
Slnt le Gap ge
Rotor Diameter 7o18
Peripheral Speed
Pole Pitch 2.84 ._ .71
, _ Pole Area _.17
i .8o9
Side Lea ka|e .419
End Lea ka|e
.655
Tip Lea ks |e
Leaka|e Flux ___ Air Osp A.T.
Pole Density 99.1 8tator A.T.
Grads Of Iron M 36 22 ga. 'iPole A.T.
No. Damper Bar8 No Load A.T.
Bar Sise .156 dla. Rated Load A.T.






















































React Of Arm. Xad 113 xa_8.7
qt. Of Copper
. Wt. Of Iron____
50 KVA 75 % I_F
68
•071 dis.
Short Circ. A.T, 748
Short Clr¢, RatiQ_
LOSSES.EFFICIENCY
% Load__ ' 0 1 i00
F • ,_ 137 I 137
8ta. Teeth 131 ! 166
Sta. Core _I0 I _i0 _.
Pole Face 109 ] 131
Damper _ 4 ___
Ste. I2R -815 (300 °
Zddy ! 87 (3oo°




% Loss l ln:g
_,_+,. J 8_.2
Stator Watts/In? 15,8 _
Rotor Watts/In 2 18.0
Turns Par Pole
Cond. Sis* #14
Cond. Araa S GSF .00322
lO.13
Mean Turn
Ram. At.. 300f o 1.79
gt. Of Copper
Wt. Of I:'on
,Load I 0 J 100
[ 11.6124.6
"56oo,t 2os;
Vort# l _ I + --
A.,/,. '!
Field Leak. React. 1'.,1
Field Self Induct. .184
REACT.-TIME CONST.










Open Circ. Time Con. .i03
Arm. Time Con. .O02_4
Trans. Time Con. , .0166
Subtrans. Time Con._ .006_ ,__
208 Volts 8_.4 Amp8. +
Type Cooling Air
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